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Editorial 

Hello! 

Let me begin with a big ‘welcome back’ to Cultivate! It has been two years since our last issue 
(Bodies, June 2019) and a lot has changed since then. ‘The pandemic’, as it has come to be known, 
has affected all of us and left an indelible mark on our collective histories. Here at the Centre for 
Women’s Studies (CWS) we have done our best to keep lifting each other up, supporting each 
other’s research and keeping the community going. As O’Dessa and Gemma so beautifully penned 
in their founding editorial, Cultivate aims to nourish and encourage feminist activism and 
scholarship by being a space where feminist thought can be explored through multiple modes of 
expression. 

It has been an absolute joy to work with our (entirely new) Cultivate team on our third issue, “Re-
Growth: Scholars of the Centre for Women’s Studies”. We decided to focus the theme of this issue 
on the phenomenal work of our current postgraduates – but non-CWS readers can be assured our 
future CfPs will continue to be open to all scholars! We have a mixture of both critical and creative 
pieces from current MA students and PhD candidates. If you are interested in finding out more 
about the feminist scholar haven that is the CWS, you can read more on the Centre website. 

“Consider mushrooms.” – Anna Tsing (2012, p.141) 

When considering what we could title this issue, and what cover art we might choose, I was 
immediately drawn to nature for its perpetual regeneration, renewal and regrowth. We wanted to 
acknowledge the pandemic and how we are surviving it, how we are emerging from our collective 
grief and trauma to allow new life to grow. As a Centre, we had our physical connections severed 
and were scattered across the globe but, as Cultivate attests, we continued to come together as a 
community to support each other. We are an ever-evolving network, much like mycelium we 
connect to each other across diasporas and across generations. Mushrooms are, in the words of 
Anna Tsing, “what manages to live despite capitalism” (2015, viii). We, as feminists, as 
marginalised people, manage to live despite. Fungi takes darkness and decay and evolves anyway, 
nourishing the earth with their existence, growing and re-growing. We had found our inspiration, 
our title, and then we found our cover art – with thanks and credit to wildlife biologist and artist 
Alexandra Nicole. 

Continuing on the theme of thanks and acknowledgements, thank you to the lovely CWS staff for 
their knowledge and wisdom, and particularly to Dr Rachel Alsop who has been a close advisor to 
the team throughout the publication process. Thank you to our peer reviewers who volunteered 
their time and submitted thoughtful and insightful feedback to our contributors. A special note of 
thanks to the new members of the advisory board who have joined us in 2021, particularly Dr Blu 
Tirohl, Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Gender Studies, now also housed within CWS. 

Thank you to our fantastic editorial board for your tireless work and support through every stage 
and every (remote!) meeting. It has been a delight to work alongside such dedicated feminist 
colleagues – I think it is safe to say we have all learned a lot from each other and the publishing 
process. Lastly, but in no way least, a huge thank you to our contributors who have worked so hard 
on their submissions, graciously receiving and responding to feedback and who have truly made 
this issue come alive. 

Warmly, 

Lauren 

Editor-in-Chief 

Cultivate (2021) 
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Positive Energy and Negative Incidents

The Role and Strategies of Chinese Journalists in Reporting
Sexual Assault Cases Against Women in China

Siyu Chen

Abstract

Via in-depth interviews with twenty-two journalists based in
China, this article explores how Chinese journalists recognise
and construct sexual assault against women within the Chinese
socio-political context. Analysis of the interviews indicates that
reporting sexual assault cases does not satisfy the Chinese
authorities’ political requirement to disseminate ‘positive
energy’(zheng nengliang) in the media, which has greatly limited
the wider development of the Chinese #MeToo movement and
news reporting of sexual assaults in the Chinese press. As a
result, Chinese journalists (and those who work for state-owned
news outlets in particular) begin to justify sexual assault news
reporting via employing official/authoritative sources and
attaching importance to the education function of sexual
assault news reporting, which marginalised the experiences and
testimonies of victim-survivors and forged stereotypes, myths
and gender inequalities in Chinese society.

Keywords

Self-censorship;
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assault

The global #MeToo movement and its extensive media coverage have brought together
female victims/survivors from different cultural backgrounds to resist sexual assault and
harassment collectively. Responding to #MeToo, the Chinese official media outlet China
Daily published an opinion piece in October 2017, stating that China has fewer incidents of
sexual harassment compared with Western countries (see Hassan, 2017). ‘Chinese
traditional values and conservative attitudes tend to safeguard women against
inappropriate behaviour from members of the opposite gender,’ according to Hassan
(2017, para.8).

However, data published by Chinese NGOs and higher education institutions reveals the
prevalence of sexual assault and harassment in China. In 2010, a study found that 25.4%
of college students studying in Guangzhou, China had been perpetrators or victims of
sexual violence (Wang et al., 2015). In 2017, a Chinese feminist activist Wei Tingting
collected 6,592 questionnaires on sexual harassment at colleges and universities from all
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over the country, revealing that nearly 70% of the participants said they had been sexually
harassed to varying degrees, and most of them were women (Wei, 2017). Moreover, when
the #MeToo movement swept across China in 2018, sexual assault cases against women
were revealed in business, academic, public welfare, and religious sectors (Chen, 2018;
Zuo, 2018).

News reporting of sexual violence against women can have positive or negative
consequences. News reporting, on the one hand, can draw public attention to sexual
violence issues and help disrupt rape myths and gender stereotypes (Saint-Jacques et al.,
2012). On the other hand, it can justify/reinforce prejudicial and stereotyped beliefs about
gender, sex and power in society (Easteal, Holland & Judd, 2015; Wood, 1994). At present,
studies of news reporting on sexual violence against women are mostly based on Western
contexts (e.g. Askanius and Moller Hartley, 2019; Hindes and Fileborn, 2019), whereas
discussions on the Chinese #MeToo movement focus primarily on social media and cyber
resistance to censorship (Fincher, 2018; Sun, 2020; Zeng, 2019, 2020), overlooking
Chinese journalists' role and reporting strategies in dealing with this movement and
reporting sexual violence.

To address this, this article explores the role and strategies employed by Chinese
journalists in covering sexual assault against women in China. I interviewed twenty-two
Chinese journalists in four different Chinese cities; six were male, sixteen were female. Of
these participants, nine described their workplace (danwei) as a party news organisation;
another seven stated that they worked for commercial news outlets. In addition, two
independent journalists work professionally in making news but without institutional
backing. The remaining four were citizen journalists who self-publish online news content
on women’s rights issues. In this article, I protect these participants by keeping these four
cities confidential and giving them an English name at random.

#MeToo versus “positive energy”

Discussing the limited impact of the #MeToo movement in China, a number of
researchers (e.g. Fincher, 2018; Sun, 2020; Zeng, 2019; Zhou and Qiu, 2020) have
attributed it to online censorship and government suppression. Analysis of the interviews
reveals that some journalists were not aware of #MeToo. When I asked them about
#MeToo, their accounts offer insights into the constraints under which journalists work in
the Chinese context. For instance, Bill asked, ‘is there a #MeToo movement in China?’
Eudora inquired, ‘can you explain a bit what #MeToo is?’ While other participants knew
what #MeToo was, they associated it as a taboo subject; Grace said, ‘I know #MeToo, I
suddenly remembered that we are not allowed to use this word at all.’

Participants mentioned a specific socio-political factor that restricted the development of
this movement and news reporting of sexual assault cases, namely the political agenda
of disseminating positive energy required by the Chinese authorities. They pointed out
that sexual assault cases are not promoted because they are incompatible with the wider
socio-political environment that requires promoting ‘positive energy’. As Bandurski (2014)
argues, disseminating positive energy in the Chinese context of news control means
suppressing the dissemination of negative news from all walks of life and preventing
public opinion from discussing China's negative issues in society. Under the
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circumstances, Lucy, who works for a market-oriented news outlet, commented, ‘sexual
assault news that does not promote positive energy (zheng nengliang) will be hit.’ Likewise,
Anna, who has been working in the party media for eight years, described the press
environment promoted by her current employers.

Now the leaders also ask us to highlight the central themes of the
times (hongyang zhu xuanlv), disseminate positive energy (chuanbo
zheng nengliang), and build consensus (ningju gongshi). As such, we
have to make sure there is such a shift in our mind, and then be
more inclined to such a tone when reporting news. Sexual assault
cases tend to be negative, so we will not follow them up easily.

The requirement to ‘disseminate positive energy’ reflects the Chinese socio-political
context. Since the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 2012,
promoting ideological and cultural work has occupied an important place for Chinese
President Xi Jinping (Xinhua Net, 2017). At the National Propaganda and Ideological Work
Conference in 2013, Xi emphasised that the whole country must persist in consolidating
and strengthening mainstream ideological and public opinion; that is, highlight the
central themes of the times, disseminate positive energy, and empower society to unite
and forge ahead (Communist Party website, 2013). Since then, ‘positive energy’ has
become a crucial propaganda term emphasised in news reporting and propaganda work
for consolidating the regime and reducing criticism and negative content production
(Bandurski, 2014; Chen, Valdovinos Kaye & Zeng, 2020; Yang and Tang, 2018).
Simultaneously, all media, especially the state-owned news outlets, has begun to
disseminate the propaganda and report under the purview of the ruling party.

Within this ‘positive energy’ context, news reporting of sexual violence against women is
inevitably categorised as ‘negative’, since it exposes social problems such as power
asymmetry, gender inequality and the problematic judicial system. Women's resistance
against hegemonic gender order (China’s #MeToo movement, for instance) also poses
dangers to China’s male-dominated rules and the stabilities of the Chinese regime (Ho et
al., 2018). Therefore, sex-related topics such as sexual violence against women become a
key area curbed by the regime (ibid.).

My research shows that the participants' daily practices of reporting sexual assaults are
influenced by the political climate of disseminating positive energy. Two participants
(Anna and Ada) said that they would consider giving up reporting sexual violence and
paying more attention to the positive achievements of the ruling party. Nonetheless, most
of the participants indicated that reporting sexual assault cases is conducive to
preventing sexual crimes, helping victims, and driving media traffic. As such, they argued
that it is necessary to report on sexual assault cases and employ strategies to
‘harmonise’ sexual assault news reports with the socio-political context. In other words,
they need to exercise self-censorship and report sexual assaults in a correct/positive way.

Self-censorship means employing non-critical perspectives on power holders and
thinking twice before publishing a news report relating to politically sensitive topics (Lee
and Chan, 2009). Regarding self-censorship, many scholars (e.g. Hassid, 2008; Lee and
Chan, 2009) point out that this poses great harm to press freedom and suppresses

4
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journalists’ ability to report factually. As Lee and Chan (2009) note, exercising
self-censorship requires journalists to be cautious when choosing topics on which to
report since what is considered sensitive changes with the socio-political climate.
Journalists' ambivalence about topic selection and fear of breaching sensitive borders
make media self-censorship a potent means of controlling the press (Hassid, 2008). Tong
(2009), however, suggests that Chinese journalists' self-censorship helps increase media
freedom, since it helps to ‘bypass political minefields’ (p. 593) and increases the
likelihood of making politically sensitive issues visible via implied criticism and
euphemistic expression.

Participants in my research, especially those who work for state-owned news outlets,
conducted self-censorship/strategies to justify such reporting, despite its potential
negative consequences. An analysis of my interviews indicates that the strategies for
reporting sexual assaults can be categorised into two main themes: attaching
educational significance to reporting sexual assault cases and relying on
official/authoritative sources. Some participants argued that sexual violence reporting
needs to educate readers. Clara, who is working for a state-owned news outlet, said:

Along with disseminating the facts, I also hope that it can play a
role in educating the public and then popularise related laws and
regulations. After reading our news reporting, the public gradually
becomes interested in talking about this issue and seeking legal
help after suffering from sexual assault. This means that they are
educated by news articles.

Likewise, Anna, working for a state-owned news agency, stated:

The most important thing is to think clearly, what kind of message
you prefer to convey or what you expect the public to learn from
your article after reading it, instead of role-modelling to them how
to behave like perpetrators and sexually assault others. This would
be a failure.

In the ‘positive energy’ setting, it can be seen that these journalists are trying to find good
reasons for covering sexual assault cases. These efforts include guiding the public to care
about the issue, enhancing the public understanding of sexual violence and popularising
relevant laws and regulations. These participants attach importance to the education
function of sexual violence news rather than media sensationalism, which from their
perspectives helps to develop journalistic objectivity and establish the stable and safe
social environment required by the state.

In addition, the participants (especially those who work for state-owned news outlets)
also stressed the significance of ensuring the accuracy of sexual assault news, which
means they prefer not to report contested sexual assault incidents. For instance, Colin,
working for a state-owned news outlet, said:

Our priority is to be accurate, which is the most important thing. I
don’t post anything that I am unsure about, especially sensitive
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topics such as sexual violence. Under what circumstances can we
report? If the police have filed an investigation and posted a
statement, we can report the case; because the official entity has
spoken.

Molley, who worked for another state-owned news outlet, commented:

Even though a particular rape case draws a lot of attention and
causes intense cyber discussions, we insist on waiting for the
official statements before reporting. It doesn't work if I report on
this controversial case. We really need an official, authoritative
answer.

According to these participants, waiting for official statements is necessary in reporting
sexual assault cases, since it makes the news appear accurate and credible.
Simultaneously, integrating official information into their reporting also offers implicit
permission to publish sexual assault news, since it emphasises the crucial role of the
state organs (the police and courts in particular) and regards their investigation and
statements as authoritative. This practice reduces the media exposure of controversial
cases. Nevertheless, this practice also illustrates that whether sexual violence happened
primarily relies on the investigation results published by the police and judges rather
than the experiences and testimonies of the victim-survivors, disempowering the voices
of women in the news reporting.

This kind of ‘positive’ sexual assault news shaped within the Chinese ‘positive energy’
context is not always in the interests of victim-survivors, especially from feminist
perspectives. Feminist studies indicate that journalists should shape credible media
images of victim-survivors in news reporting rather than accusing them of lying
(Waterhouse-Watson, 2012). But in China, when a court has not convicted the accused
offender (e.g. Liu Qiangdong's rape case, Bao Yuming's rape case), rape complaints are
prone to be labelled as lies by news outlets (see for example, Zhao, 2018). Many studies
(Pugach, Peleg & Ronel, 2018; Serisier, 2017; Tanner, 1994; Vandervort, 2012) note that
criminal justice systems in many countries (e.g. China, Canada, Israel, India) perpetuate
sexist stereotypes that discredit rape complaints. I therefore argue that media images
(liar/victim) of sexually assaulted women should not be firmly tied to the outcome of the
criminal justice system, which is contrary to building gender-sensitive news media and
empowering victim-survivors.

Conclusion

This article revealed how the Chinese journalists I interviewed adjust their news reporting
of sexual assault cases to keep within the boundaries of what is acceptable to the party
and state. They discussed how to make news reports of sexual assault against women
more valuable and accurate so that the Chinese authorities can see the positive side of
reporting these ‘negative’ incidents. These journalists working for state-owned news
outlets suggested that they attach educational value to these stories and recount official
statements to ensure accuracy and consistency. Nonetheless, since the participants
relied on the voice of state organs and their spokespersons, they may neglect and
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marginalise the experiences and testimonies of victim-survivors. Likewise, I argue that
the verdicts of the criminal justice system should not serve as the only reliable sources
for journalists reporting on sexual assaults, especially when it forges stereotypes, myths,
and gender inequality.
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The Vaginal Hierarchies of the ‘Womanhood Clubhouse’

Lauren Cowling

Abstract

In this article I explore how vagina-owners navigate sociocultural
meanings of vulvavaginas and conceptualisations of gendered
selfhood (particularly ‘womanhood’) through experiences with
their genitalia. I draw upon my preliminary doctoral research
data, having interviewed 26 people that have vaginas about their
bodies and experiences. Whilst there has been research on
‘vagina’ (for example, Braun and Wilkinson 2001, 2003, 2005), it
remains a relatively under-researched area. My thesis looks to
bridge this gap and attempts to knit together thinking from
across many topics that ‘touch on’ the vulvavagina (such as
research on menstruation, sexual assault and gendered
identities) but that often don’t connect to the vulvavagina
directly. In this article I posit the concept of a ‘womanhood
clubhouse’ in which the vagina acts as a pass-key and where
members must continually navigate internal hierarchies of what
it means to be ‘enough’. Within this piece I focus particularly on
the physical attributes of vulvavaginas and the role they play in
contributing to ‘enough-ness’ as well as two landmark ‘vagina
events’: penetration and reproduction. I use these landmarks as
a lens through which to explore in what ways people with
vaginas negotiate various interpretations of ‘womanhood’,
positively, negatively and in, as one participant phrases it, “a
neutral way”.

Keywords

vagina, vulva,
womanhood,
gender, identity,
trans*,
motherhood

My research aims to unpack the sociocultural meanings of the vulvavagina, from the
point of view of vagina-owners. I interviewed people with vaginas (whom I dub ‘veeple’) to
find out how we communicate and learn about our genitalia, the embodied processes of
having a vulvavagina (and associates: the uterus, ovaries, etc) and the sociocultural
meanings of sex and gender that intersect with the physical body. My 26 participants
varied in their ages (21-79), ethnicities, sexualities and gender identities (all names have
been changed), but all were AFAB1 and all still had their birth-genitals intact2. I talked to
them about all things vulvavagina, from the words we use and how we communicate

2 This is simply due to the participants that responded to me; none had undergone any gender affirmation
surgery.

1 Assigned Female at Birth
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about our genitals, to the embodiment of being a vagina-owner and the meanings laced
in and amongst those embodiments.

Considering my research focuses on vulvavaginas and is situated within the Centre for
Women’s Studies, I am often asked if I am simply, ‘studying women’. Whilst notions of
womanhood are key to my research and many of my participants identified as women, I
did not only interview cisgendered women, but also non-binary people, trans folk and
other gender non-conforming beings. The deliberate inclusion of trans* people in my
research was a deeply personal as well as political decision, but one that also contributes
to my methodology: only by examining many genders can we begin to unpack the tightly
bound gendered constructs that hold and shape our societies. For this reason, when
recruiting my participants and interviewing them, none of my information or questions
referred to ‘woman’, only to ‘vagina’ or ‘vulvavagina’.

Nonetheless, the sociocultural link between ‘vagina’ and ‘woman’ arose spontaneously in
every interview, with the concept of ‘woman’ surfacing in many different areas, as a thread
returned to in and out of the interview schedule. Sewn tightly alongside the notions of
womanhood (and femininity) was the issue of being considered ‘enough’, with a
particular emphasis on being ‘woman enough’, or a ‘real woman’. When examining these
hierarchies, it became clear that the proverbial goalposts were constantly moving. An
analogy I have been working with is the idea of the ‘womanhood clubhouse’ in which the
vagina acts as an admission ‘pass-key’. Once your key has been accepted, you enter a
clubhouse in which you must constantly negotiate the hierarchies set out before you,
many of which take the form of ‘vulva-vaginal events’ (including menarche, penetration,
childbirth and menopause).

The idea of not being ‘woman enough’ extends to the physical vulvavagina in several
ways; for some it might be prominent labia (two participants made explicit reference to
feeling embarrassed that their labia could appear not dissimilar enough to that of a penis
bulge). For others it could be about managing their pubic hair or their vulvavagina
smelling not ‘feminine enough’. Elle expressed, for example, that the way her vulva looked
was of particular importance to her femininity because, she said, her small breasts did
not “count for much”. Elle’s use of “count” pertains to the ‘womanhood clubhouse’.
Despite being allowed entry due to having a vagina, Elle appears to be battling an internal
hierarchy of ‘counting’ womanhood points. Whilst Elle felt her small breasts left her with a
lower womanhood ‘currency’, others I interviewed might be concerned about their labia
size/shape, or their choice to not shave their body hair, “endors[ing] the assumption that
a woman’s body is unacceptable if unaltered” (Toerien and Wilkinson, 2003, pg 333). The
term “unacceptable” here relates directly to this eternal battle of ‘being woman enough’
that many of my participants described.

One important facet of being ‘enough’ (particularly but not exclusively framed as ‘woman
enough’) is tightness (a ‘tight’ vagina is a ‘good’ vagina, (Braun and Kitzinger, 2001))
which, for many cultures, links to a status of virginity, much like the ideas around a
‘broken hymen’ and hymenoplasty to ‘reinstate virginity’ (Kaivanara, 2016). For example,
Hamia (who identifies herself as an Arab Muslim) mentioned she would be worried to use
tampons as she had heard from her friends that they take away your ‘virginity’, something
of cultural and personal importance to her. Whilst hymenoplasty was not something that
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surfaced in my interviews, labiaplasty was. Two participants admitted they had
considered surgery to ‘correct’ their prominent labia, something they felt was an aesthetic
issue, rather than one that caused them physical discomfort (i.e. would be considered as
not medical but cosmetic surgery). Labiaplasties and ‘cosmetic cutting’ have been
steadily on the rise in the West for the past 20 years (Braun, 2019) with ‘designer vaginas’
receiving much more media attention as well (Braun and Kitzinger, 2001; Braun, 2005,
2009).

For trans* people, being considered ‘enough’ can be about passing3 which can be directly
linked to their safety as well as simply ‘fitting in’ (Wong and Lawrence, 2015). Gender
attribution, as described by McKenna and Kessler (1978), works here in that genders are
ascribed to all people by a process of “rapidly scanning bodies and making assumptions
about their morphologies and orientations” (Halberstam, 2018, p.58). My trans*
participants described attempts at passing, but precisely what they were passing as was
subject to change, and not only in relation to their identities (such as genderfluid, for
example). Kit spoke about how they bind their chest (and are awaiting top surgery) for
their own comfort but also to avoid being feminised – however when presented with
binary public toilets they try to “pass as female enough” in order to use the “women’s”
toilet because that is where they feel safest (and have had a lifetime of experience using).
Kit told me they felt “lucky” that the “worst that’s happened is a funny look”. Here Kit
refers to the social punishment one faces for not being successfully ‘read as’ one of the
two binary genders, which can be anything from a prejudicial ‘double take’ glance to
assault and murder (Lee and Kwan, 2014). The negotiation of gender performance that Kit
describes highlights the different interpretations and consequences of the need to be
‘enough’ across gendered identities.

Much of this negotiation begins at the doorway to the clubhouse: your pass-key must first
be accepted. While a detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this article, it
is important to note that prior to (and within) the thresholds for ‘enough’, one has to be
included as a woman. Megan described being regularly mistaken as trans* despite
identifying as a cis woman, and also as being wrongly assumed to be non-heterosexual.
Whilst Megan stated she did not take these assumptions as contrary to her status as a
woman (i.e. in her opinion, being trans* or non-heterosexual would not negate her
womanhood) she was aware that others were making those connections. The issue here is
that others were not able to accept Megan’s performance of womanhood as acceptable
(cisnormative) womanhood, and thus challenged her status in the hierarchy. By asking
her if she’s “actually gay” or “actually a trans woman”, others are attempting to make
sense of traits they deem to mark her as an outsider. Importantly, Megan’s childhood,
adolescent and adult status as a “tomboy” was something that others anticipated would
lead to a ‘realisation’ of her coming out as either gay, trans* or both. As Halberstam writes,
this is actually a “part of a struggle with the narrow scope of conventional womanhood”
(2018, p.70) and demonstrates the fine lines of acceptable womanhood within the
clubhouse.

3 Passing or ‘being read as’, in this context, is the idea that a stranger/onlooker would observe you and
assume your correct gender (which may not align with that which you were assigned at birth).
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In addition to physical attributes, there are also events (sometimes considered ‘functions’
of the vagina) that occur throughout the average vagina-owner’s life. Braun and Wilkinson
(2005) found that the cis women they interviewed in their research on gendered identity
“affirmed a link between having a vagina and being a woman” and explored this link
“through associated functions (heterosex and reproduction)” (pg 511). The heterosex
function also specifically calls upon a penetration imperative, while the reproductive
function becomes relevant as soon as menarche arrives. Lydia, who was diagnosed with
vaginismus at age 18, discussed her vagina’s refusal of penetration as contributing to
feeling “less of a woman”, particularly in how she was treated by cis men partners near
the time of diagnosis. Lydia talked candidly about this, as the realisation she preferred to
have relationships with veeple came “hand in hand with realising I just didn’t want or
need to be penetrated”. Whilst she didn’t explain it as the ‘reason’ why she preferred sex
with veeple, she saw it as complementary. It made her life easier – removing penis from
the equation meant sex could be negotiated differently. This pertains to the penetration
imperative; that penetration is the pinnacle of sexual encounters. Lydia’s discussion of
how her vaginismus was handled by her GP and by her previous partners builds on the
harmful idea of the ‘coital imperative’, i.e. that sex cannot be considered ‘real’ or ‘proper’
without penile-vaginal penetration (Jackson, 1984; Potts, 1998; McPhillips, Braun and
Gavey, 2001; Potts et al., 2003).

The coital imperative is derived from prioritizing a reproductive view of sex. Thus, another
important ‘womanhood threshold’ that emerges is motherhood. Maureen conceptualized
her vagina as serving the purpose of enabling her to have sex as well as to “give her” her
child, a sentiment shared by all the mothers I interviewed. Maureen later reflected on
many women feeling they are not “whole women” unless they have children and
referenced her daughter-in-law who is paraplegic and unable to have children. Maureen
discussed the greater acceptance “these days” of having non-biological children, perhaps
by adoption, and recognised that some people may choose to not have children. Whilst
this may not seem directly linked to the vagina, when we consider the connection
Maureen makes from womanhood to motherhood (and with the western understanding of
the word vagina to represent a wider sociocultural meaning of all the associated
reproductive organs), we can see that the decision to not have children and thus ‘reject’
motherhood could have implications on one’s perception of one’s own selfhood,
particularly womanhood.

In discussing the decision not to have children, we must also consider the navigation of
motherhood space by those not able to have biological offspring. For example, the impact
of infertility and the desire to follow a ‘biological’ route to have offspring of ‘one’s own’
through assisted reproduction rather than to opt for fostering or adoption. This issue has
been widely discussed as a ‘biological imperative’ for prospective parents to have children
that are genetically linked to them rather than the “unwanted” or “leftover” children put
up for foster care and/or adoption (Matějček, Dytrych and Schüller, 1978; Brinich, 1995;
Bitler and Zavodny, 2002). Aside from the negative conceptualisation of ‘unwanted’
children, there is also the impact on the parent/s, who wish to be considered ‘enough’.
This can be particularly important for veeple given the societal expectation and pressure
to carry one’s own offspring.
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Assuming one ‘reaches’ childbirth, the ways in which it occurs also has an impact on the
birther. For example, according to reports by De Jong and Kemmler (2003), women who
prepared for a vaginal birth but end up having a caesarean delivery often say they feel
they are (or will be perceived as) not being a complete woman having failed to give birth
vaginally. Kim, who was induced, discussed how the birth left her feeling “like a failure”,
and that she “hadn’t done the job right”. Within the clubhouse, being able to conceive,
carry and vaginally deliver biological offspring works as a series of thresholds for women
to meet.

Within the confines of this short piece, I have explored a few of the multitudinous ways in
which the ‘life-cycle’ of the vulvavagina impacts and is impacted by one’s own gendered
identity and is shaped and affected by sociocultural concepts of sex and gender. I argue
for the conceptualisation of womanhood as a clubhouse with restricted access, with a
complex array of hierarchical ‘rooms’ that can only be reached through navigation of
certain vaginal ‘events’, leading to veeple constantly negotiating ‘enough-ness’. The
vulvavagina is an area of sociocultural interest for its conceptual role in shaping
identities, behaviours and attitudes. Thus, researching veeple’s reported experiences with
their genitalia contributes to a wider understanding of how gender, the self, and identity
intertwine.
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Chinese Feminist Comedy? An exploration of the
opportunities and challenges faced by female stand-up
comedians in China

Huawen Cui

Abstract

In 2020, as the third season of the Chinese show ‘Rock and
Roast’ (a talent competition for stand-up comedy that airs
weekly in China) launched, female comedians have become
‘rising stars’ in stand-up comedy in China. Their success has
unprecedented importance to the development of the stand-up
comedy industry and the spread of feminist consciousness in
China. Through case study and interview reflections, this article
aims to explore some factors that impact the popularity and
success of female comedians, which has resulted in heated
discussions of gender among the young Chinese generation.
Furthermore, this paper attempts to discuss the challenges
faced by female comedians in China, and details some
increasingly public debates about gender and sexuality among
Chinese netizens after the show was broadcasted. In short, this
paper will explain the reasons why female stand-up comedians
have become ‘rising stars’ from the perspectives of performers,
audiences, the stand-up comedy industry and the wider social
environment to analyse this popular phenomenon.
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Stand-up comedy has a short history in China, but in recent years it has become more
popular with the development of Internet and program production. Stand-up comedy in
China (known as the “Talk Show” industry) is relatively young, having only been
established 12 years ago with a small audience following (Feng, 2019). In 2012, Dragon TV

(东方卫视) launched the "Talk Show of the post-80s tonight"（今晚80后脱口秀）, as an

online programme which eventually attracted a wider range of audiences. The subsequent
talent competition show ‘Rock and Roast’ (first produced by Xiaoguo Company, 2017)
broadcasts on multiple Internet platforms, gaining a great following amongst young
people. The show gathers stand-up comedians from across the whole country, in order to
select the stand-up champion of the year. In doing so, stand-up comedy has become a
new form of public entertainment in China.
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Although stand-up comedy has gained significant popularity among young people in
China, academic research on the Chinese stand-up industry has been lacking. Because
the ‘Talk Show’ was introduced from the West, this cross-culture humour in China has a
diverse structure and utilises various methods of comedic expression from the Western
context (Piwowarcyzk, 2019). Thus, research on stand-up comedy often focuses on
European and American cultures. Therefore, research on stand-up comedy in China lacks
attention, and research on feminist humour in Chinese stand-up comedy is even scarcer.

Gender imbalances in stand-up comedy

Whilst the development of stand-up comedy in China has made many male comedians
become famous, the number of female stand-up comedians is far fewer. Since the
beginning of ‘Rock and Roast’ in 2017, male comedians have outnumbered their female
counterparts significantly. Not only is this reflected in the participation of the show, but
male winners of the show also outweigh female winners. In my interview with Liang, the

principal of Xi'an Cola Comedy Club (西安可乐俱乐部)1, he revealed that the imbalanced

gender ratio of men to women in the talk show industry is about 4:1. He noted that the
reason there are such a small number of female comedians in the Talk Show industry was
because women are traditionally the subject to be pleased: men are usually responsible
for making women laugh, while women may not be so keen to make fun of others on
stage. American stand-up comedy also had this kind of misunderstanding, but feminist
comedians have gradually subverted the patriarchal culture using feminist humour
(Votruba, 2018). In the third season of 2020, “Rock and Roast” (which aired in 2020), a
total of three female talk show comedians had entered the top ten for the first time. They
used humorous power to spread female voices surprising many people in China and
reconstructing stand-up comedy by challenging patriarchy. This is an achievement that
female talk show comedians have never achieved before.

Why they are so popular?

I have identified three main factors that have influenced the success of female stand-up
comedians in China.

Using feminist jokes

In recent years, several female stand-up comedians have become well known by
audiences because they start to introduce comedies from female perspectives. The
success of the first season of “Rock and Roast” in 2017 brought a female talk show
performer named Siwen into the public eye. She identifies herself as an independent
woman, and often explores how women balance the relations between work and family,
such as, the relationship between husband, wife and mother-in-law. Siwen’s success is
manifested by her being the first popular female stand-up comedian known to the
mainstream, but her performance of being an independent woman only involves her own
family and does not mention men more broadly, so her performance is considered
non-aggressive to the majority of audiences. By 2020, several young female stand-up
comedians had become popular, such as: Yang Li, Li Xueqin, Zhao Xiaohui, Yanyi and

1 On 15th February 2021, I interviewed Liang via Wechat.
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Yanyue. They, as female comedians, have begun to become more adept at intervening and
observing issues from a female perspective and expressing feminist ideas (Chen, 2020;
Yangchengwanbao, 2019). They evolved from Siwen's ‘non-offensive’ comedy to a slightly
more offensive piece to reimagine the topic of gender.

Female comedians continue to integrate women’s consciousness into their own text
creation and performances. For example, in Yang Li’s performance in the “Rock and
Roast”, each of her ‘hot topics’ reflects the concerns of current young Chinese women’s
concerns. For example, she tried to use Black Widow2’s status and superpowers to satirise
women’s employment discrimination and stereotypes of women as weak and
subordinated:

It is a normal phenomenon that there are fewer women than men in
every industry, isn’t it? Just like the most modern and international
industry now- the Avengers.

There is only a woman, Black Widow, among the first six
superheroes.

And how dare this organization can be called ‘Fulian复联’ (Women’s

Federation妇联/Fulian)3

Do you know what Black Widow’s superpowers are?

Because her genes have been modified, so she is aging much
slower than others.

So how does this superpower save the world? Is it because she can
live and survive longer than the bad guys?

Why is everyone’s fantasy of women always young, beautiful, and good-looking. Why can’t
the superwoman be old? Why can’t she be a 60-year-old superwoman?

She goes on to express her admiration for supermodels to satirise the male gaze on
women’s bodies:

Because when [a supermodel] walks in front of you, she was very
proud, as if she was saying: “Hmph, what are you looking at? What
you like more is the thing I have less of.”

She also talks about the common problems that young couples might face, to discuss
young Chinese generation’s attitudes toward relationships:

When men argue with women, they usually say ‘Why do you always
make trouble without reason? Can you be more reasonable’.

3 In Chinese, Avengers and Women’s Federation have the same pronunciation as ‘Fulian’.

2 Black Widow is a character in Marvel’s film who has superpower (The Avengers, 2012).
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So every time I want to say: ‘hey, bro, do you think she chose to fall
in love with you just because she is more intellectual than others?’

If she wants to be reasonable and want to show her logical thinking
ability and cultural knowledge level, why does she want to talk with
you? She can talk to her boss instead and maybe she can be
promoted.

Not only Yang Li, other female comedians who performed in "Rock and Roast" also talked
about women’s anxieties, and the issues of women who were expected to get married by
their families（被催婚）. They created and performed the comedy through criticising the
same problems that other young Chinese women are facing, and they achieved successful
results.

Their voices resonate with women

Another reason for female comics becoming successful is because they resonate with a
wide range of female audiences. Although Yang Li often used cynical language to satirise
masculinity, she was strongly echoed by online and offline female audiences. When Yang
Li was attacked by some male audiences on the Internet, she said that her stories were
popular because they resonated with female audiences.

Watching stand-up comedy has become a new way for young people to release their
tension. As John Limon defined, “stand-up is uniquely audience-dependent for its value
because joking is, essentially a social phenomenon and a fully embedded phenomenon”
(Limon, 2000: 12). As one of the topics that young Chinese people care about, gender has
become one of the popular themes which are often used in ‘Rock and Roast’, especially by
female comedians. Topics of gender usually help them to achieve better scores, and it
indicates that stand-up comedy is more popular among young female audiences. Young
Chinese women are paying more attention to gender and women’s issues because there
is a rapid development of feminism in China recent years (Lindberg, 2021). Even though
the Chinese Communist Party put forward the policy of “gender equality " in 1949, women
still bear the constraints of traditional Confucianism on women's identity and the
unequal treatment they have suffered in society and workplaces (Liu, 2007). Thus, young
women pursue comedy, not only because comedians can use humour to express the
difficulties and pressures which they are facing in their daily lives, but also this
humorous way could create a sense of resonance with their audiences and release their
tension. This is reflected within the fans statistics of the Xi'an Cola Comedy Talk Show
Club, where, up to 15 February, 2021, 63.6% of the WeChat followers of the Cola Comedy
Club are women, in comparison to only 36.28% that identify as men (with 0.12% where the
audience’s gender is unknown).

Breaking gender stereotypes

Female stand-up comedians have faced serious gender stereotypes, but they shatter
those with their outstanding comedic abilities, and this breakthrough made them gain
more attention. In an interview with Zhao, who is a fan of stand-up comedy, he bluntly
said that he prefers the performance of male talk show comedians because he believes
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that male comedians show more depth, more logic in content, and more tension in their
performances. And he thinks that if female comedians exaggerate “too much”, he will
consider them as less intelligent. Even if he has high standards and low expectations for
female comedians, he still admits that “female comedians are getting more and more
funny than before”.

Even when ‘female perspective comedy’ complains about men, men find these claims
hard to refute. The Chinese business celebrity Luo Yonghao also expressed: "Although I
may be the one they criticised, I still want to watch their performances" (Tencent Video,
2020). Their success shows that female comedians were welcomed and resonate with
audiences through their funny punchlines and excellent comic ability, even if some
stories might cause men’s complaints.

Opportunities bring challenges: The obstacles faced by female
comedians

At the end of 2020, a familiar name once again appeared on Sina Weibo4's the most
popular ‘hot topic’. The name of Ms. Yang Li has become a ‘hot topic’ many times in 2020,
and each time it is accompanied by intense discussions on gender relations among
Chinese netizens. This time, she became the centre of attention because she again
mocked Chinese men in her talk show, but also because she was reported to the Chinese
State Administration of Radio and Television (CSART) by male netizens, on the grounds
that: "The content of the show was suspected of gender discrimination. Being
discriminated against by insulting men, inciting internal contradictions in democracy,
creating gender antagonism, is not conducive to the harmonious development of
socialism with Chinese characteristics" (Wan, 2020-12-29). For example, Yang Li
expressed her attitudes towards men many times during her performance, regarding
those men as ordinary but full of confidence, she also points out that men may consider
themselves as the ‘protagonist of the universe’, etc. Some male journalists have publicly
stated that Yang Li's performance was an attack on “straight men5”, claiming that Yang
Li’s ‘bourgeois’ gender politics may threaten the solidarity of the working class (May,
2020). The practice of reporting Ms. Yang to the CSART has aroused applause from the
male community on "HuPu", (a Chinese sports BBS6) forum. Why can Yang Li, as a
comedian, provoke discussions about gender identity and gender relations in China? The
reasons behind it involve multiple factors such as social-policy, social-culture, and
gender relations. I argue for three reasons behind the phenomenon of resistance.

Firstly, the image of a popular female comedian conflicts with the stereotypical female
role. In the past, the stand-up comedy industry was dominated by male comedians, with
women using self-deprecating ways to perform to identify themselves in traditional
gender roles like housewives (Votruba, 2018). However, Chinese female stand-up
comedians have aggressively criticised the gender inequality within the stand-up
industry. Their critical performances challenged the patriarchal comedy industry and
social structure.

6 BBS stands for Bulletin Board System.

5 “Straight man” is a Chinese Internet word, which originally refers to heterosexual men. The post-derivation is
more negative to describe men who obstinately support traditional gender roles by Chinese feminist.

4 Sina Weibo is a Chinese microblog website which is one of the biggest social media platforms in China.
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Secondly, the Internet was perceived as male technology where men have more power
than women in the cyberspaces (Wajcman, 2006). A quarrelsome behaviour commonly
targeting women which also happened in social media was defined as ‘gender-trolling’,
and male netizens become the dominant group (Mantilla, 2013).

Thirdly, male netizens’ backlash exposed the class gap and the changing gender relations
in China’s society. For example, online misogyny has been increasing for a while. As
illustrated by the online debates on “The vagina’s way/say7”, active male commentators
used social media to vent their displeasure of feeling behind upper-class men, turning to
attack women (Wu & Dong, 2019: 484). From men’s perspectives, women’s shifting social
status highlighted the current struggles of the lower-class men. For instance, the young
female generation in China, who were raised under the one-child policy, enjoy
unprecedented opportunities to receive higher education. Therefore, young women are
beginning to experience increasing autonomy which is the reason for gender relations
changing.

Liang, as a stand-up comedian, however notes that female comedians have advantages in
performances. For example, he suggests that female comedian’s speeches on gender
issues are more acceptable to audiences than male comedians. In his ‘Talk Show’ comedy
club, when a female comedian teases her husband, she can achieve a good stage effect.
However, when male comedians ridicule men, some female audiences might have no
sympathy, and the audience’s reaction is less ideal. If male comedians ridicule women, it
will trigger gendered opposition and disgust in the audience. But female comedians are
also facing various difficulties. He noted that female comedians are usually sentimental
on the stage, and their talks are often accused of lacking depth in context. To some extent,
his opinions represented the gender inequality within the stand-up comedy because
female comedians are not supported by their male colleagues, so female comedians are
facing obstacles in the male-dominated industry.

Conclusion

Stand-up comedy is still a niche culture in China. I research this topic because I
discovered that this phenomenon in stand-up comedy reflects the situations of most
feminists in the digital era in China. Gender topics have become increasingly popular due
to the broadcast of the ‘Rock and Roast’ comedy show. In this article, I have described and
illustrated the current situation faced by Chinese female stand-up comedians such as
gender imbalance in the Chinese stand-up comedy industry, and the progress they have
made to become popular. Then I summarised three main reasons for the success and
popularity of female comedians in China: using feminist jokes, resonating with women,
breaking gender stereotypes. Also, in considering the phenomenon of resistance by male
netizens after female comedians becoming well-known, I analysed the reasons behind it:
the conflicting female role of female comedians; the male-dominated cyberspaces; and
the class gap and gender relations in China’s society. By analysing the reasons for female
comedians’ relative success and the difficulties they have faced, I argue that the success
of female stand-up comedians, as the new heads of comedy, has a certain correlation
with the progress of Chinese feminism. The awakening of feminism in recent years has

7 The backlash faced by Beijing Foreign Studies University performance adaptation of Eve Ensler’s The Vagina
Monologues
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made women pay more attention to the pressure on women and gender inequality more
broadly. Women’s awakening awareness has promoted the development of Chinese
feminism, and female comedians have been influenced by this progression. Through their
performances on the stage, Chinese feminism has been spread in a humorous way.
Furthermore, the novel approach of comedy reinforces the influence of feminism on
young Chinese women. In this process, female comedians’ performances have been
changed from a non-direct approach to confronting gender contradictions to tease men.
This change has not only exposed female comedians to attacks from male netizens, but
also brought more attention to feminism due to the gendered conflict online.

Overall, the progress of female stand-up comedians as ‘rising stars’ in comedy proves the
breakthrough and resistance they have made under the patriarchal system of stand-up
comedy. Their success has played a leading role in stand-up comedy and also Chinese
feminism, expressing women’s courageous and optimistic attitudes in a witty way to
combat the gender injustice faced by women.
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In GIRL, BOY, EUPHORIA I use essentialist ties between gender and colour to explore the
conflict between my gender identity and how I am gendered by others based on
aesthetics or surface impressions. Touching on themes of fertility, life expectancy, body
dysmorphia, passing, I use ‘gendered lightng’ - reflective of essentialist ties between
colour and gender - to emulate being misgendered as a woman or a man. In the final
photo of the series, EUPHORIA, I combined both blue and red lighting to depict my desire
to be viewed as an eclectic mix of what is constituted masculine and feminine while
existing as neither one nor the other. Ace Lehner’s work studying trans self-imaging
praxis guided me to focus on what they describe as ‘internal feelings’ of trans identity;
allowing me to set free the impossible task of visualising my complex and fluid gender
identity in a single frame. This internal feeling of gender euphoria, for myself, is depicted
in EUPHORIA not by certain aesthetics, but by joyous movement where my non-binary
body can extend into space unrestricted by the traditional binary parameters of gender
identity. By articulating trans subjectivities and disrupting hegemonic practice in
self-portraiture we can begin to dismantle the cisgender-heteronormative gaze that
perpetuates violence against transgender and non-binary bodies.
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The Body of Mary:

Critiquing Gender in Profane Marian Images

Aurèlia Puigdomènech

Abstract

This paper offers a glimpse into preliminary findings in my
doctoral research, an Arts-Based Research project in
collaboration with 11 artists – who created original artwork for the
project – exploring meanings of femininity in contemporary
non-devotional images of the Virgin Mary. The image of Mary
provides an effective symbol of social understandings and
expectations of womanhood and femininity, and the majority of
the participating artists use it to explore and denounce
gender-based oppression, stigma, and inequalities. Mary’s body
becomes a focal point in the artworks as her image gets
re-purposed and re-shaped, not only as a reference to patriarchal
values – sexualised violence and double standards – but also as
a relatable (cis)woman combating contemporary struggles – the
taboo around menstruation and the ejection of the realities of
early motherhood from public spaces. In order to access the
meanings emerging for viewers, I ran a focus group where
participants considered the artwork and discussed their views
on Mary, femininity, and gender. Although the focus group’s
views mirrored those of the artists, the viewers did not perceive
the artists’ creative and political use of Marian imagery, and
instead interpreted the Marys in the artworks and their bodies
as ‘traditional’.

Keywords

The Virgin Mary,
feminist art,
profane, secular,
femininity,
gender

For centuries, the Virgin Mary’s body has been a vehicle to transmit and reinforce power
structures, morals, and systems of gender. Her status as the purest woman made her a
model for womankind and femininity, and she has successfully embodied societies’
ideals. Alongside the gender roles and expectations she successfully embodied, Mary’s
image has been denounced as an instrument of control, a problematic and oppressive
model, setting an impossible standard. Although she remains a religious icon, her image
has spilled into the secular realm, and is present in countless profane cultural artefacts
and artworks. It is this type of images that my doctoral research focuses on. The aim is to
explore the relation between femininity and Mary’s imagery in the (perceived) secularised
West, by examining the different dimensions of meaningfulness in profane Marian
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images. I set out to access the three sites of meaning-creation as proposed by Rose
(production, the image itself, and ‘audiencing’) by designing an Arts-Based Research
project centred on an art exhibition: I recruited artists to participate in the research by
producing original artwork for the project and to later interview them; I studied the
images through the curation of a public exhibition displaying the artwork; and I engaged
with the images’ audience by running a focus group with visitors to the exhibition, where
we discussed the artwork and the participants created their own profane images of Mary.
This is a collaborative project, where I draw from the artists’ contribution of the results of
their research on Mary and their artistic practice: a diverse and rich corpus of images,
exploring various social issues, most of them gender-related. The 11 artists come from five
countries (Ecuador, Mexico, Spain, the UK, and the USA) in which Western Christianity
predominates. In this article I will present a summary of how the artists worked with
Mary’s body to engage in social critique and how, in turn, the focus group participants
interpreted the bodies depicted as adhering to tradition rather than challenging it. 

Overall, the artists that focused on critiquing gender expectations in their artwork did not
pursue creating an alternative new image of Mary, but rather mostly re-purposed existing
Marian imagery to visibilise certain attitudes towards women and taboos surrounding the
female body. The clearest examples are the Ecuadorian artists Pamela Pazmiño and Tania
Lombeida Miño’s work, as both reproduce existing classical religious artworks created by
men in their photoengravings and look to change their meaning by surrounding them
with new text and images. Pazmiño’s Entre santas y pecadoras (Between Saints and
Sinners) plays with the age-old Madonna-whore dichotomy. She selected four images, two
containing saints and two containing whores, and changed their titles to mock
patriarchal attitudes towards female sexuality. The sinners are marked by their nudity
and their torture: in La de los pechos es mi mujer (The One with the Breasts Is My Wife) a
woman is being held against her will while two men are being crucified in the
background, indicating that she might be next; and Deliciosa, vana y adúltera (Delicious,
Vain, and Adulterous) shows a hellish vision full of naked people being tortured by
demons. The humorous titles diffuse the ghastliness of the images and highlight the role
(deviant) sexuality still plays in judging and punishing women. The casual tone of La de los
pechos es mi mujer – as if the speaker was simply identifying their wife in a photograph –
lightens the scene while it brings our attention to the woman’s breasts, emphasizing her
nudity and sexuality in an absurd way. Similarly, the use of the word “delicious” in
Deliciosa, vana y adúltera gives the phrase a sensory overtone of guilty pleasure that makes
the title almost comical: in Spanish, it has strong food connotations – it reminds me of a
sensual yogurt or ice-cream advertisement – although it can be used (not commonly) to
describe someone as being sensual. Moreover, it almost renders the moral judgement
ridiculous, as an inherent quality (being sensual) is put on a par with the sins of vanity
and adultery. By contrast, in the images of the saints, the humour is more directly
targeted towards them. In La quita piojos (The One Who Removes Lice), a nun (Santa
Mariana de Jesus) is catechising the poor and evangelising Indigenous children, showing
her pious and caring nature, but the title removes any aura of sanctity by referring to her
as a “lice remover”. La que lo tiene todo (The One Who Has It All) also teases the Virgin Mary,
who is depicted with her child and wearing the crown of heaven. Although Mary is
“blessed […] among women” (Luke 1:42), revered around the globe, crowned queen of
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heaven, she most certainly does not have it all – she has no sexuality, and even no
personality. 

Lombeida Miño’s work takes a darker turn, as it revolves around sexualised violence
against women. The seven pieces of Un Ensayo sobre “La Dormición de la Virgen” (An Essay on
the Dormition of the Virgin) juxtapose depictions of the dormition of the Virgin Mary with
snippets of forensic reports of femicides in Ecuador. The reports describe the gruesome
aftermath of the murders of seven anonymous women, most of them including abuse,
and some committed by jealous (ex)partners. These are connected to the peaceful dying
Marys and dead saints (Santa Teresa, Santa Rosa, and Santa Cecilia) through medicalised
images of the female reproductive system, underlining the physical consequences on
Ecuadorian women’s bodies that the colonial system enforced and continues to impose
through images of the Virgin Mary and religious values around sexuality brought to South
America by Jesuit missionaries.  The piece creates a stark contrast between the idealised
Virgin Mary who goes to heaven “sin passar por la muerte”, spared from the ordeal of death,
and the violent and sexualised deaths of so many anonymous women. Mary is revered for
her motherhood and her virginity, while the rest of womankind is almost worthless, killed
and abused for their gender, sex, and sexuality. 

In Untitled, Gabriela Corradini also uses a pre-existing Marian image to deliver her
criticism of rigid gender expectations for women, in her own words: “it restricts your
femininity, when a femininity is imposed on you”. The piece pictures a trapped female
figure fighting to free herself from a mould of la Virgen de Guadalupe. It expresses the
notion of an ill-fitting and even oppressive social ideal against which one must battle in
order to claim the right to exist differently. Amongst the artists, there was a generalised
acknowledgement that womanhood and femininity are socially understood to encompass
the roles of mother and wife, but many of them expressed having a different personal
sense of how to be a woman. For instance, Celia says she is “claiming the rights of
women, to not just be a mother and wife, but also to be a woman.”, and Gabriela notes
that “one thing is how I feel as a woman and another is how people believe I should be
because I am a woman”. Similarly, when asked if femininity and maternity are linked,
Silvia replied: “Not to me. I believe they are culturally. It’s like, like the first clear
characteristic used to define us. To me, personally, they are not.”, and Pamela also
expressed that “you can deconstruct femininity. You cannot follow the patterns, the
traditional roles and, be a woman. Perhaps not necessarily feminine”. 

The artists respond to this constraining and inhibiting prescriptiveness with their
critique, but they do not present an alternative. Although from an iconographic point of
view some of these images are quite innovative, they all use a traditional body for Mary: a
young, slim, female body. The artists have established a connection with Mary through
their shared, lived experience as cis-gendered women and using it to denounce issues
they face as women. Moreover, their critiques of the oppressiveness of the gender
expectations that Mary symbolises rely on pointing them out rather than subverting
them. And so, none of the artworks depict Mary doing anything unexpected in relation to
gender. 

In contrast, there are also pieces that use Marian imagery to highlight what the artists
consider to be positive and overlooked aspects of womanhood. In La Virgen de la Leche (Our
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Lady of the Milk) Victoria Inglés denounces the hypocrisy of a society that sexualises the
female body but cannot bear public breastfeeding. Her tender depiction of Mary as a
young mother breastfeeding her child is a very classical image in its composition,
reminiscent of innumerable paintings of breastfeeding Virgin Marys, but the modern Mary
and Jesus are relegated to a public toilet. Similarly, Maria Amparo Gomar Vidal’s Our Lady
of the Menstruation (Bloody Mary) tackles head-on the taboo of menstruation by presenting
the viewer with the artist’s period blood, shaping a Virgin Mary with it, and by forcing the
viewer to consider whether Mary bled or not. The cloth is carefully and deliberately stained
with blood, creating an almond-shaped stain evoking medieval mandorlas, and the
contour created by so many Virgin Marys and their veils. Menstrual blood is still a taboo
that transcends geographical and cultural borders, and this was in fact the only piece
censored in the exhibition I curated at YorkExplore – York’s city centre public library.
Interestingly, there was no issue raised with Un Ensayo sobre “La Dormición de la Virgen”,
despite the graphic nature of the medical images of vulvas and the horrific forensic
reports. This censorship implied that female genitalia are acceptable to be seen but their
product is not, and that violence against women is more palatable than menstrual
bleeding. Unfortunately, I never received an explanation from senior management as to
why the piece could not be shown, but I was able to circumvent the censorship by
providing viewers with a QR code linking to an online image of the artwork, making public
the censorship of Bloody Mary. Not only did this accentuate the taboos tackled by the
artwork, making it even more poignant, but it also brought greater attention to the piece
and compelled the viewer to reflect on why such a piece would have been censored.

As part of the exhibition, I organised a focus group in the form of a workshop in which
viewers discussed their impressions of the artworks and created their own profane
images of Mary. The participants’ discussion focused on their views of Mary and gender
and mirrored the artists’: critiquing the constrictive gender expectations Mary has come
to represent; while also admiring Mary’s strength and questioning social attitudes
towards women, particularly around menstruation and motherhood. The images the
participants produced also echoed the artists’: they, too, connected with Mary through
their personal womanhood and created images of Mary after themselves (figure A), as a
“normal woman”(figure B), or as a mother (figure C). This reflects how historically Mary’s
body and lived experience – her motherhood, her suffering – have been a means to
connect to the construct of ‘woman’ and inculcate in us patriarchal gender norms. The
focus group, and many of the artists, recognised in Marian imagery those patriarchal
values and they worked against them by also using Mary’s body and lived experience to
create alternative connections to those affirmed by patriarchal imagery. Interestingly,
despite the parallels between the focus group and the artists – in their views and images
– the former interpreted the artworks displayed as a corpus of mostly traditional, blue,
passive, praying Marys. Although the artists critiqued social attitudes towards gender and
experimented with iconography, they largely relied on traditional Marian imagery, without
subverting Mary’s gender or her performance of it, which prevented the focus group from
recognising their shared concerns behind the images.
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Figure A Drawing by Aida

Figure B. Drawing by Isabel
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Figure C. Drawing by Nadia

With this short piece I have summarised how some of the artists collaborating in my
research engaged with the Virgin Mary to critique social understandings of, and attitudes
towards, womanhood and femininity; and how a group of viewers responded to, and
mirrored, their work. In the artists’ work Mary represents (cis)womanhood, mostly
embodying the constrictive social aspects of it: Pazmiño teases dichotomous attitudes
towards women’s sexuality; Lombeida Miño denounces the violence female sexuality can
bring; and Corradini highlights how stifling the construct of ‘woman’ can be. But the
(cis)womanhood embodied by Mary is also vulnerable to oppression: Inglés brings to light
the duplicity of social attitudes towards breasts as public sexualised objects, and private
abject lactating flesh; and Gomar Vidal publicly displays one of the most prevalent taboos
around female bodies. The artists have engaged with Mary’s body, both by reproducing it
in its traditional female form – Pazmiño, Lombeida Miño, Corradini, and Inglés – and by
referring to it as a (relatable) female body – Corradini, Gomar Vidal, and Inglés. As reflected
by the focus group’s responses, the resulting images do not challenge viewers’
expectations, Mary is still a cis-woman and she does not defy gender through her body or
actions, and are viewed as traditional despite being effective and biting critical artworks
that make viewers question social attitudes towards (cis)women.
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On Female Muslim Bodies and Morality:

The Tawaif in the Indian Subcontinent

Syeda Rumana Mehdi

Abstract

This paper examines the historic role of the Tawaif, or courtesan
in the Indian subcontinent through the analysis of “Umrao
Jaan,” the first popular novel written in Urdu in South Asia.
Through the biographical account of Umrao Jaan, I explore
themes of female empowerment, gender roles and the
representation of the female Muslim body in the Indian
subcontinent. A further broader theme is the role of women in
religious conflict. Through my analysis of “Umrao Jaan,” I
discuss how Tawaif does not fit into the mold of a decent Muslim
woman in colonial and contemporary India.
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Tawaif is a fluid term, one which has changed over the years in terms of both meaning and
context. Doris Srinivasan (2006) describes the Tawaif as “[t]he keepers of culture in
pre-colonial India”, who were revered as such before British colonization introduced the
court system which degraded the status of the Tawaif in Indian. Today, the descendants of
the Tawaif who popularised and carried on the performance traditions remain stigmatised
and are synonymous with ‘prostitute’ for most Indians (especially in the Northern regions)
and Pakistanis (Maciszewski, 2006). The word Tawaif in Urdu comes from the Arabic
word Tawaf which refers to the ritual of circling the Ka’aba in Mecca (Waheed, 2014). The
link between the Tawaif and Tawaf becomes even more interesting when one realises that
both refer to an action that involves frequent visits. This essay will analyse the
importance of the Tawaif in the historic Indian novel, Umrao Jaan, as a case study to
highlight the role of the Tawaif in debates around chastity, purdah (veiling) and communal
identity; issues that continue to be relevant in the Indian subcontinent today.  

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, South Asian literary culture experienced a
crucial change (Shandilya, 2016).  The issues addressed in novels shifted from themes of
foreign travellers and supernatural encounters to a serious interest in questions of social
reform, mainly regarding women. This is related to the introduction of colonial laws in
India such as the Abolition of Sati Act (1828), the Widow Remarriage Act (1856), and the
Resolution on Native Female Education (1868) as these laws raised the question
regarding the status of women in Indian society. The Abolition of Sati Act banned the
practice of Sati while the Widow Remarriage Act legalised the remarriage of all Hindu
widows, and the Resolution on Native Female Education Act allowed girls to seek
education. These laws changed the vernacular meanings of gender and sexuality as
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women now began to be seen as independent of their association with men. A nineteenth
century novel that brings together all these debates and raises even more questions is
Umrao Jaan. Umrao Jaan was written by Mirza Mohammad Hadi Ruswa and was first
published in Lucknow in 1889. The novel centres around the life of an esteemed Muslim
courtesan named Umrao Jaan and it is written in the form of a first-person account as
Umrao Jaan shares the story of her life with Ruswa during a Mushaira (poetry gathering)
in Lucknow. The novel is considered to be first of its kind in Indian literature mainly due to
its usage of poetry and prose in storytelling.

The story is that of a young girl, Amiran, who is kidnapped by Dilawar Khan in Faizabad
and taken to Lucknow in 1840 after her father testifies against him in court. She is sold to
a brothel where she changes her name to Umrao Jaan and begins to court Nawab Sultan,
a man of high status in the Indian society. Eventually, the Nawab leaves her after being
disowned by his father and Umrao Jaan falls in love with someone else who turns out to
be a fraud. During this time, Umrao Jaan flees to Lucknow during the mutiny of 1857 and
as Lucknow is captured by the British, she gets the opportunity to revisit Faizabad where
she is rejected by her family because of her profession as a courtesan. When Umrao Jaan
returns to Lucknow after the revolt, she finds the city in ruins and, ultimately, she sells
her gold and uses her savings to live a comfortable life and finally gives up her career as a
Tawaif.

There are several aspects of this novel that render it to be a classic to this day. Firstly, the
writer, Mirza Hadi Ruswa seems to speak to the reader in an indirect way. The novel is a
performance that develops the character of Umrao Jaan through a double narration as
narrated by Ruswa who portrays himself as a writer while the Umrao Jaan uses the art of
self praising. Ruswa includes a detailed description of her physical features, her
character, lifestyle, and visitors. The novel plays with the contrast regarding her innocence
and virtue and her profession as a courtesan (Faheem et al., 2020).

Most importantly, Umrao Jaan lays emphasis on the portrayal of the Muslim body in
particular and Muslims in general. With the Revolt of 1857, colonial Indian society
underwent a social change which is reflected in the literature from that era (Shadilya,
2016). While the Muslim elite had once been respected and accepted, after the Revolt of
1857 Muslims were blamed excessively for the revolt. In this context, Muslim reformers
attempted to regain their lost respect and two opposing movements were formed. The
first was the Aligarh movement which aimed to educate Muslims whereas the second one
was the Islamic revival movement which attempted to educate Muslims regarding
Islamic teachings (Mufti, 2000).  Although these movements had different aims, they
presented a united front with regards to the rights and depiction of women in India. Both
movements supported the notion that women should be taught codes of conduct that
would enable them to become pious Islamic subjects. 

It is worth noting here that the Tawaif was questionably absent from this discourse of
education and honor as they were educated in literature and music and were thus
regarded as immoral. Even though the reformers and novelists described in great detail
the education of housewives and the enforcement of the practice of veiling, they openly
avoided defining the role of the Tawaif because the wife was supposed to be everything
the Tawaif is not. This is why Umrao Jaan is considered groundbreaking because writing
within such a specific cultural context, Ruswa depicts a Tawaif who is neither a ‘chaste
housewife’ nor a ‘shameless prostitute’ but instead offers a third unique mode
(Shandilya, 2009).

As a Tawaif, the restrictions that applied to housewives in terms of limited mobility, less
access to the public sphere and restricted interaction with men did not apply to Umrao
Jaan. However, Umrao Jaan recreated the rules of seclusion for herself by giving up her
profession. By doing this, she not only gave up the freedom given to her by the Indian
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society but also the luxuries and comfort that were considered perks of being a Tawaif.
Hence, a Tawaif dangles between the desire to be admired and the desire to be respected
and Umrao Jaan highlights this tension in various powerful ways. By establishing herself
in a profession that requires her to seek validation from the male gaze, Umrao Jaan uses
her literary knowledge and poetry to be at par with what was considered a decent Muslim
woman. 

Throughout the novel, Ruswa analyses this tension between morality and respect and
sheds light on the conflict between voice and silence (Shandilya, 2009). Ruswa uses a
layered first-person narrative voice to give agency to his protagonist’s experiences, but
also inserts himself as an interlocutor for her to hide her from the direct gaze of the
reader. Umrao Jaan’s narrative voice is thus doubly controlled and mediated; first by
Ruswa the author and then by Mirza Ruswa the narrator. She is shielded from the prying
gaze of the reader which is an irony as Umrao Jaan is a prostitute and an entertainer and
yet Ruswa wants to protect her from lustful eyes. This once again points towards the
tension between the female Muslim body and its association with morality. 

Not only does Umrao Jaan elucidate the prejudice in provision of education for females
and the hypocrisy that existed in the Indian society towards courtesans, but its literary
features also highlight the role of Muslims in India; a theme that is poignant even today.
This can be seen in the use of poetic couplets.  The ghazal couplets figuratively throw a
veil over the actual truth which remains concealed. In the case of Umrao Jaan, she uses
her performance of the ghazal to give us a glimpse of her complicated relationship with
her society and her sexuality.  

Umrao Jaan describes the meaning of her life as a Tawaif, and also tells the reader about
her failures and disappointments whereas in the second part, she expresses her
admiration for the women in purdah but also claims at the same time that she can never
return to that life. The novel ends with her exclaiming that even though she regrets her
career, it was her only means of establishing a career but having collected enough
savings, she has now resigned to a life of chastity. Thus, Umrao Jaan belongs neither to
the world of the zenana (traditional women quarters) nor to the world of
the kotha(prostitutional abode) because she lives on the periphery of both worlds.

Ruswa captures these intense debates in poetic couplets. When Umrao returns to the
ruins of Lucknow after the revolt of 1857, she can barely recognise the city and asks “Yeh
kia jaga hai, yeh kaunsa dayar hai (What is this place, what is this locality?)” (Ruswa, 1889).
This can be compared in painful contrast to the contemporary slogan of “Jao Pakistan ya
jao qabristan (Go to Pakistan or go to the grave)” that echoed during Prime Minister Modi’s
election campaign in India (Van der Veer, 1997). Umrao Jaan’s inability to recognise
Lucknow mirrors this difficulty of belonging and of situating one’s culture in an
ever-changing hostile environment.  It also mourns the loss of home, a sentiment that is
shared by thousands of people that migrated from India to Pakistan and vice versa in
1947. 

Overall, Umrao Jaan is timeless and a novel that provokes nostalgia (Jhala, 2011). The
discrimination between Hindus and Muslims, between career-oriented women and
housewives, and the demarcation of religious issues on political lines are all themes that
are applicable in India and Pakistan even today. It also points towards the multiple
identities that South Asian women possess and the role of literature in presenting these
identities in a meaningful way. Much like South Asian heritage itself, Umrao Jaan paints a
colourful yet multi-layered picture of Muslim women in pre-colonial India and establishes
a legacy that continues to win hearts of those who seek to learn more about the history
and culture of colonial India.
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Reaching for Feminist Praxis:

Reflections About My Own Positionality as a Feminist
Activist and Law Student in Brazil

Isabela Hümmelgen

Abstract

This paper aims at exploring the tense yet critical intersections
between feminist theory and feminist activist practice, taking as
a case study my own experiences within the feminist
community and the academy, as a Law student and activist in
Brazil. I adopt the Freirean concept of “praxis” to articulate how
feminist thought/research and feminist practice/activism can
relate to and inform each other. Praxis presumes that theory and
practice are not irreconcilable or isolate spheres, but rather a
dialectical unity, which provides a useful explanation of how
action and theory mutually inform each other to transform
reality. In order to further articulate these ideas, I recount my
experience as an activist in the grassroots popular feminist
project Promotoras Legais Populares (PLPs), commenting on the
liberatory possibilities and obstacles of shattering the
dichotomy between theory and practice. My engagement in
feminist political activities thus serves as an example to
address how the challenges of intersectional feminist activism
could be faced and expressed through liberatory and politically
situated theory. By reflecting on my own questions navigating
both the academy and feminist collectives, I reach for a feminist
praxis that can serve as a basis to tackle the tensions of being a
feminist in the legal field and a researcher engaged with
feminist politics.

Keywords

praxis; activism;
feminist theory;
feminismo
popular

It is a common practice in academia to provide a small “biography” when submitting a
paper or doing a presentation at a conference. In my case, I have frequently felt the need
to not only mention I was a Law student, but also that I was part of the grassroots popular
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feminist1 project Promotoras Legais Populares (referred to as PLPs)2. Similar to Laura Pulido
(2008, p. 342), a central part of who I am and how I interact with the world relates to both
studying political activism and being politically active. As I began to understand that
combining scholarship and activism is not straightforward (Pulido, 2008, p. 346), I have
questioned how my political involvement with feminist activism has informed my
research. I realised, reflecting on my academic work, that the theoretical perspectives I
adopt, the subjects I decide to explore, and the conclusions I reach are often inferred from
my political engagement. At the same time, feminist theory has affected how I interact
with the collective knowledge-building process of feminist communities.

As I searched for a suitable theoretical frame that can encompass both my academic and
activist work, I found the concept of praxis valuable to reflect upon my positionalities.
Here, in order to further articulate these ideas, I recount my experience as an activist in
the PLPs, remarking that my contribution to the group was not directly related to my
interest in research, but to my own political notions of social justice and my willingness
to participate in a liberatory popular project. My political involvement, then, serves as a
case study to indicate how the challenges of intersectional feminist activism can be
faced and expressed through politically situated theory.

I understand praxis as a liberatory possibility to shatter the false dichotomy between
theory and practice (Fernandes, 2016, 2019; Freire, 2011, 2019; hooks, 1994). Praxis, in that
sense, does not correspond to practice: it can be comprehended by how action and theory
mutually inform each other to transform reality (Fernandes, 2016; Freire, 2019, p. 35). It
presumes that theory and practice are not irreconcilable or isolated spheres, but rather a
dialectical unity, as suggested by Paulo Freire (2019). To further elaborate: according to
Freire, who relies on a Marxist perspective, praxis “is reflection and action of men3 about
the world to transform it; without it, it is impossible to overcome the contradiction
oppressor-oppressed” (Freire, 2019, p.52, my translation).

Because this is a dialectical relation, contradictions and limitations between reflection
and action are expected and even desired to generate political transformation. Practice
that dominates theory may stagnate because it does not fully recognise how oppression
operates: when action is emphasised exclusively, then, it is converted into mere
“activism” (action for action’s sake), that denies the possibility of dialogue (Fernandes,
2016, p. 492; Freire, 2019, p. 108). Theory that intends to be prevalent over practice is
unable to transform reality, as it risks becoming an alienated and alienating “verbalism”
for not being truly committed to transformation (Freire, 2019, p. 108). Therefore,
understanding reflection and action as a unity means there is no need to choose one or
the other; rather, they should both be mutually articulated to work through the
contradictions and limitations (Fernandes, 2019, p. 56).

3 I decided to keep the translation as close to the original as possible, even if it implies
reproducing the hegemonic masculine form of Portuguese. I am aware of Freire’s sexist and
exclusionary use of the language, as noted by Fernandes (2016, p.495) and hooks (1994, p.49).

2 Briefly, the PLPs provide a feminist training-course, based on the popular education method of
Paulo Freire, in order to collectively engage women on liberatory feminist practices - I later provide
a better explanation of the project and how it is a major part of my understanding of feminism.

1 I use the concept “popular” throughout this essay referring to its meaning in Portuguese/Spanish,
which is related to the “popular classes”, that is, the marginalised groups in Latin American
societies, such as workers, peasants, indigenous and black communities (Lebon, 2013).
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It is not then sufficient that individuals adopt a critical perception of the world and
recognise the oppressions to which they are subjected; they should also engage in the
struggle for their liberation (Freire, 2011, 2019). It means that, although Freire’s liberatory
pedagogy aims to overcome oppression through a process of critical consciousness, he
also understands that is not an end in itself (Freire, 2019, p. 49). After all, “the power of
liberatory education for critical consciousness” (hooks, 1994, p. 69) can provide actual
transformations in the conditions that reinforce oppression and exclusion only when
embedded in meaningful praxis (Fernandes, 2016; hooks, 2014).

In view of this framework, I can reflect on how I experienced many of the possibilities (and
obstacles) of feminist praxis during the years I was a coordinator of the PLPs.4 Since the
group’s purpose is to organise a six-month feminist course that provides a liberatory
education for mulheres populares, our practices are based on Freire’s popular education
(Freire, 2019), which we transformed into a version of feminist pedagogy. Our jobs as
coordinators is to conceptualise the course, which includes deciding on the themes that
are discussed5 and the facilitators of the debates.6 Additionally, we organise the weekly
sessions and activities, select and contact the participants and, in general, interact with
the community by participating in events and running workshops (Melo et al., 2017).

During the years I was involved with the project, alongside other companheiras, we sought
to organise a feminist educational course that could enable women to critically assess
and potentially transform their realities. Because we align ourselves with feminismo
popular7, which draws on the discussions of Marxist feminists and relies on Latin
American feminist experiences, our perspective is fundamentally anticapitalist and
antiracist. Also, it is of utmost importance for us to address counterhegemonic thought
and the experiences of marginalised subjects in Brazil – for example, black and
indigenous groups, peasants, workers, the LGBTQI+ community, the disabled and elderly
(Melo et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, engaging in critical feminist thinking through popular education, in a
classroom filled with fifty women from different backgrounds, and trying to approach
sensitive subjects, was at times not at all the liberatory practice we envisioned. As
coordinators of the course, we constantly faced limitations and conflicts that we
discussed for hours in our weekly meetings. Many times, it was a devastating and
exhausting process, as we dealt with political disagreements and the contradictions
raised by our own positionality, since most of us were young white students who did not
share the reality of the women who participated in the course.

7 I use the term in Portuguese because I refer to the practices of feminismo popular as it is
specifically constituted in Latin America.

6 There is a facilitator in every session, usually a feminist activist who has some knowledge and/or
experience related to the session’s theme.

5 The themes are decided by the coordinators before the course starts, and range in a variety of
topics, such as: sexual division of labour and capitalism, race and black women’s struggles, sexual
diversity, State and religion, women’s rights, gender violence, women’s health and sexualities.

4 I was a coordinator of the PLPs section in Curitiba from 2015 to 2018. The project started in 1992 in
São Paulo and Porto Alegre, inspired by similar experiences that were happening in other Latin
American countries, and is currently organised in more than twenty Brazilian cities.
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Those limitations and contradictions were particularly evident in an episode that
happened in 2017, in our session about “the history of feminist movements in Latin
America”. While the facilitator was a fellow activist and scholar, she proceeded to recount
the history of feminism through the concept of “waves”, traditionally used in the United
States and Western Europe. She was immediately questioned by the group for reinforcing
a hegemonic and colonial discourse that marginalises the history of women’s struggle in
Latin America. That led to many discussions (and tears) throughout the session, since
black women felt particularly (and rightfully) affected by the approach that disregarded
their positionality within feminist history. It was a hurtful episode because it ended
extremely badly, as one of the coordinators tried to appease the situation but made an
awful racist comment. Needless to say, the repercussions were endless, as we struggled
for months to regain the trust of the black participants, who were violated in an
environment that was supposed to be safe.

I am critical of how we, as coordinators, handled the situation back then. Although we
eventually came to properly address the episode and had many meetings to face the
issues within the coordination, we did not consider the repercussions of our chosen
approach when we prepared the outline for the session. At the occasion, we asked the
facilitator to question the limitations of the Eurocentric and U.S.-centred feminist canon,
but we still kept the discussion about Western European “feminist waves” in the course
program.8 At the time, we did not realise we were reproducing a hegemonic vision of
feminism that divides, separates and excludes other narratives. Furthermore, the most
damaging aspect of the episode was that our approach silenced, censored, and devalued
the feminist voices of black women (hooks, 1994, p. 65).

In 2018, the same session was completely different. On that occasion, we built our
knowledge of feminism centred on the claims and mobilisations of black, indigenous and
peasant women in Latin America, and grounded on the political and historical context of
the region, which is rooted in colonization and State authoritarianism. For that, we had to
immerse ourselves in hours of study sessions and group debates to completely shift our
framing of feminist history and to theoretically prepare ourselves to facilitate the debates
raised by the participants. I thus recount this event as an example of how we managed to
access the “healing, liberatory function” of feminist theory that can inform practice, as
suggested by bell hooks (1994, p. 69).

Here praxis provides a frame to address the limitations and conflicts of feminist
communities, as too often academics reproduce a “romanticized” notion of these spaces
as inherently liberatory or capable of overcoming oppression by themselves, neglecting
their complexities and contradictions, as Pulido observes (2008, p. 342). By adopting the
notion of praxis, I come to the understanding that the “lived experience of theorizing”
should be “fundamentally linked to processes of self-recovery, of collective liberation” so
that the gaps between theory and practice can be tackled (hooks, 1994, p. 61).

Still, since my involvement with feminist groups allowed me to participate in collective
knowledge-building, as a Law student,9 I struggle with the issue of translating the

9 I here refer mostly to my experience as a Law student in Brazil, not addressing my current
positionality in Gender Studies in Europe.

8 This information I consulted in the records of documents and meeting minutes I kept.
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collectiveness of these ideas into academia. Not only does academic production demand
individual work, but I am also conscious that my researcher position is largely tied to race
and class privileges. I thus find it hard to address my positionality of being a white
college-educated feminist in Brazil, who is building on ideas drawn from collective
discussions I had in different contexts (hooks, 1994). That way, even when engaging with
feminist theories, I am not completely comfortable with how I insert the contributions of
those collective experiences into my work, as I often feel I cannot properly convey how
they were informing my arguments while still keeping my research grounded within the
set of formal academic rules.10

In that sense, I am aware that my academic production will not, by itself, “contribute to a
shift in power relations” or provide “an important service simply by telling the story of a
subordinated or otherwise marginalized group” (Pulido, 2008, p. 351–352). Because of
that, I understand the need of tackling the conflicts and contradictions of feminist
positionality in academia. As emphasised by Pulido (2008, p. 362), living as an activist
and a researcher means “having to make difficult professional, ethical, and political
choices and having to live with the consequences”. The way I see it, the most challenging
part of this process is having to constantly deal with my own doubts regarding how I
position myself and address the aspects of my research that are fundamentally based on
collective experiences.

I therefore posit that a truly liberatory feminist theory must be both informed by (and
inform) the lived experiences of women and joined by a practice that is committed to
transformative politics. Due to my involvement with the PLPs, I acquired “feminist lenses”
that imply a consciousness of capitalism, racism, colonialism and multiple
understandings of gender and sexuality – all of which are aspects I bring into my
academic production through the topics I decide to write about and my criticism of
hegemonic academic discourses in the legal field. The standpoint of feminismo popular
has also led me to often adopt Marxist epistemologies, highlight the intersectional
aspects of oppression and exclusion, and seek decolonial approaches in my studies. At
the same time, I know that my constant reflexivity with regard to my positionalities and
my engagement with distinct aspects of feminist theory are not enough: I must equally
seek political action in order to reach for a truly feminist, liberatory, transformative praxis.
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Chinese Single Women:

Negotiating a “Free” Self within Natal Families

Yue Liu

Abstract

Although the practices of marriage resistance and non-marital
intimacies have been increasingly common since the 1980s,
monogamous heterosexual marriage is still a near-universal
practice in contemporary mainland China. Well-educated,
professional women in their late 20s and over who have not
married are labelled as “leftover women” in China. They are
subjected to enormous marriage pressure from natal families,
workplaces and wider society. This study aims to explore how
single Chinese women negotiate individual autonomy with
parents through a variety of strategies, with a focus on their
pressure to marry from natal families. Based on my data, I argue
that single women who manage to bargain for individual
autonomy through deploying various strategies with their natal
families are more likely to practise marriage resistance and their
preferred intimacies.
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The 1950 Marriage Law, issued soon after the founding of the People’s Republic of China,
established heterosexual monogamous marriage as the only legitimate form of intimacy
(Kam, 2012, p.60). Since the 1980s, the development of a market economy, population
mobility and reduced governmental surveillance of private lives have led to a “sexual
revolution” in China; it has separated love, sex and marriage (Pan, 2006, p.21) and
“redefined the character of intimate relationships inside and outside of marriage” (Davis,
2014, p.556). Hence the public, particularly the younger generation who were born in the
post-reform era, are increasingly involved in a diversity of intimacies such as premarital
sex and cohabitation, extramarital relationships and same-sex relationships. Even
though the marriage rate is gradually declining, China is still witnessing a high marriage
rate in contrast to its East Asian counterparts. In 2012, 34 % of women remained single in
the 30 to 34-year-old range in Japan; this proportion was 39% in Hong Kong. In Shanghai,
by contrast, the proportion of unmarried women between 30 and 34 years old was 4.5% in
2010 (Nakano, 2014).

Since September 2020, I conducted interviews with 28 single Chinese women between 23
to 38 years old in mainland China. Born under the One-Child Policy, all of them live, work,
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or study in urban cities, though some come from rural China. 26 of them have obtained at
least a Bachelor’s degree and the majority have promising career prospects. Since the
implementation of the One-Child Policy in the 1980s, only daughters have received full
parental attention and financial investment and become the ‘only hope’ in the family
because they no longer have to compete with their brothers for such resources (Fong,
2004; Ho, et al., 2018). They are expected to be well-educated and professional, and to fulfil
marriage and childbearing obligations, in order to live up to the expectations set for loyal,
filial daughters (Tu and Xie, 2020). Based on my data, I discovered that most single
women have experienced the pressure to marry from their natal families to varying
degrees; some have even faced stigmatisation and discrimination due to their
singlehood. However, those who manage to deploy strategies to negotiate with parents are
more likely to gain individual autonomy over their preferred non-normative intimacies
and lifestyles.

My father said (to my sister): “I don’t have any other requirements. I
just want you to spend a normal life as a normal person!” I hope I
could marry… The main reason is that (I hope) my parents can tell
their friends that they have at least one daughter married, married
‘normally’ (Forced Smile). (Fei, aged 28)

To make their daughters marry as soon as possible, Fei’s parents “crazily” arranged
matchmaking meetings for Fei and her elder sister. Since heterosexual monogamous
marriage is the only legitimate and normative intimacy in China, those who do not fit into
this marriage institution are deemed as “deviants” or “abnormal women” (Kam, 2012,
p.65). Well-educated, professional women above 27 years old who have not married are
labelled as ‘leftover women’ and stigmatised as ‘abnormal’. “Parents will also be affected
by the social stigma if they have an unmarried but ‘over-age’ daughter” (Kam, 2010, p.92),
so many parents are anxious to push their single daughters into marriage. One reason for
this is to avoid such stigmas and to enable their daughters to live a ‘normal’ life as a
‘normal’ person; another reason is to protect the reputation of the family or avoid ‘losing
face’. Marriage, “understood as an individual’s duty to satisfy her/his family’s
expectation”, is about the mianzi/face of a Chinese family (Kam, 2012, p.63). Hence many
single daughters like Fei and her sister are pressured to marry early and well in order to
avoid their parents being the object of others’ ridicule, which will contribute to their
emotional well-being and to the protection of the family reputation.

Most participants like Fei have complained that the natal family is the biggest source of
pressure to marry. Even so, single Chinese women have not given up active resistance
against gender norms in domestic spaces, hence many have made full use of individual
resources and abilities to bargain for the autonomy over their preferred intimacies and
lifestyles. Women’s struggle for empowerment and autonomy has been a long process of
bargaining with patriarchy, which includes diverse forms of compromise, exchange of
interests and resistance. As Kandiyoti (1988, p.274) states, “different forms of patriarchy
present women with distinct ‘rules of the game’ and call for different strategies to
maximise security and optimise life options with varying potential for active or passive
resistance in the face of oppression”. In my fieldwork, I discovered that single Chinese
women deploy multiple strategies to negotiate autonomy with their families, and those
who are financially independent are more likely to practise their preferred intimacies.
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Money is the best weapon, which is to shut them up. At every
festival, you buy something for your parents, and then your parents
will brag like ‘my daughter gave me a red envelope containing 2000
CNY during the festival!’ Other people will also be envious. (Tao,
aged 33)

Her (my mother’s) first trip abroad was to the Philippines because I
worked there… She was like ‘Wow, (people) could live like this!’
(Lulu, aged 29)

A hongbao/red envelope containing cash, an important form of gift in the Chinese context,
is generally exchanged on birthdays, at weddings and on important Chinese festivals
such as New Year, symbolising good luck and well-wishing (Jackson and Ho, 2020).
Through giving cash and gifts regularly, Tao, who firmly resists marriage and childbearing,
has managed to make her parents support her decision to remain single. Sometimes, her
open-minded parents even help her share the external pressure to marry, such as
changing the topic of conversation when her marriage status is questioned by relatives.
Lulu, who prefers long-term cohabitation with her British boyfriend to marriage, often took
her mother on overseas holidays while she worked and studied abroad. A daughter taking
her mother on trips is one of the ways of showing closeness and companionship (Jackson
and Ho, 2020). Lulu’s mother used to hope that Lulu would marry early and to a successful
man, but due to these inspiring trips, her mother’s opinions on life and marriage
unexpectedly changed, hence she tended to support Lulu’s preferred lifestyles and
intimacy.

Jackson and Ho (2020) present a few ways that Hong Kong daughters handle intimate
practices to maintain good relationships with mothers, including companionship,
reciprocal practical support and gift-giving. Based on a similar cultural context, Chinese
women also employed such methods of being a ‘filial’ daughter. The practices of
cash-giving and companionship by Tao and Lulu are displays of filial piety and closeness,
which is showing affection and care and giving face to elders, thus contributing to their
emotional well-being (Jackson and Liu, 2017; Jackson and Ho, 2020). When parents obtain
substantial financial, emotional and spiritual benefits from daughters, they tend to
refrain from intervening in their children’s personal lives and choices. For Chinese single
women, therefore, practising filial obligation is an effective strategy to ‘purchase’
individual autonomy from their parents.

One of the significant reasons I wanted to stay in Beijing was I
wanted to get away from the complicated relationships at home,
where my family interfered in anything I was doing. (Fang, aged 30)

Fang, who graduated from a prestigious university and now lives in Beijing, comes from a
disadvantaged family in Northeast China. Due to the imbalanced development between
urban and rural areas, many rural parents make every effort to “support their children in
leaving the village and migrating to the cities, hoping that this will secure better life
chances for their children and even the whole family” (Zheng and Ho, 2016, p.457). When
Fang’s parents expected their only daughter to secure a better livelihood through
‘marrying up’ to a rich urban man, Fang was in a relationship with a man from a poor,
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divorced family, which caused dissatisfaction and criticism in her family. However, the
distance of over a thousand kilometres between Beijing and her hometown had freed
Fang from practical parental sanction, so her parents had stopped expressing their
disapproval about her relationship when I interviewed Fang. Although the freedom for
unmarried women “to move out of their parents’ home before marriage or to relocate to
another city is relatively restricted” in China (Kam, 2012, p.61), it is more possible for rural
women to achieve geographical mobility, which provides a space for them to practise
intimacies without unwelcome intervention of natal families.

Wenyin, a Beijing native, failed to move out of her natal family home because she did not
gain parental consent. In contrast to women from rural areas, urban women face more
restrictions on mobility because “they have fewer reasons to convince their families to let
them relocate to other parts of the country” (Kam, 2012, p.62) or within the same city.
Although Wenyin’s every move is under parental surveillance, she discovered that
concealing individual affairs or hiding the details of her relationships from parents is a
useful strategy to gain autonomy. When asked about her parents’ attitudes towards her
relationship with a married man, she said:

I’ve (only) told my mother...I didn’t tell her the details...She only
knows I would still want this man even if he is divorced and has a
child...but she doesn’t know I think it’s quite good if we aren’t
married.

In most cases, young single women conceal their sexual intimacy or dating relationships
from their natal families, which helps them avoid unnecessary inter-generational
disputes. Therefore, ‘many parents just assume that their daughters are behaving
“respectably”, occasionally turning a blind eye to what daughters actually do’ (Zavoretti,
2017, p.134).

When discussing strategies for dealing with inter-generational divergence or conflicts,
most participants mentioned the word ‘goutong/communication’. Evans researched the
experience of mother-daughter relationships among urban women born between the
1950s and 1980s, and argues that “desire for recognition of the independent emotional
self through communicative practice is replacing ‘traditional’ expectation of the younger
generation’s obedience to parental authority”, which “has its part to play in explaining
daughters’ attempts to renegotiate their sense of filial responsibility to their parents
alongside rather than in contradiction to their own desires for self-fulfilment” (Evans,
2010, p.986). Some participants have actively communicated their views on dating
relationships, marriage and individual issues with their parents, although the degrees
and forms of communication varied greatly.

Muqing, Lily and Ting have always attempted to persuade their parents with arguments
when they have disagreements; Tao often gives her parents examples of other elders
getting sick due to looking after grandchildren, in order to make her parents accept the
idea of celibacy; Chun prefers to communicate a comfortable private space for herself
with her parents:
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I draw a very clear line with them, which is don’t ask too much and
don’t try to pry into my dating relationships... I show a determined
attitude every time, but the premise is I will let them know I’m
dating someone.

Small chats, interesting gossips, serious discussions or even fierce quarrels offer a good
opportunity for unmarried daughters and their parents to exchange opinions, increase
mutual understanding and negotiate differences. As Evans (2008, p.96) demonstrates,
“goutong provided an avenue for exploring feelings and articulations of sameness and
differences, identification and recognition, as well as connectedness, separateness, and
autonomy”.

It is noteworthy that all the participants who actively negotiate autonomy with parents
are only daughters who have received abundant parental investment in their education
and careers, so they have considerable financial resources or have promising career
prospects. All of them have at least a Bachelor’s degree; they are currently or used to be:
PhD students in top universities, psychological counsellors, teachers, corporate partners,
legal specialists and white-collar staff in listed companies. Their economic situation and
career prospects give them sufficient confidence and solid material foundations through
which they can bargain with natal families. As Muqing said “No matter what, my parents
can't sanction me financially. It's very important to be financially independent, otherwise,
you can't deal with anyone!”

Conclusion

The single daughters’ struggle for autonomy mirrors how inter-generational intimacy has
transformed from unconditional obedience and submission to “xiaoer bushun/caring and
supportive but not obedient” (Wang, 2019, p.29), which redefines filial piety in
contemporary China. By investing emotional care, financial support and communication
time in natal families, financially independent single women gain the freedom to practise
their preferred intimacies such as cohabitation, premarital sex, celibacy, cross-border
relationships or same-sex relationships. However, not every single woman has the equal
opportunity to live as they want, particularly those who lack sufficient financial resources.
In other words, pursuing a single life is only possible for those who earn enough to
sustain a single personal household (Nakano, 2014), but their resistance to marital norms
implies that marriage as the only normative form of intimacy is being undermined in
mainland China.
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Accounting

Ninutsa Nadirashvili

I read with fingers covering my eyes

You can see why writing is a problem

This time it was about my own women

How their men “fall in love” and abduct them

That must be the definition of love that

Made me scream last week when I was counting

Articles on queers as decimal humans

Wish I was the one who’s charged with rounding

3/4 of a month back I remembered

The time when I first met young Emmett Till

Mom is reading a book about honor

And burning is a special way to kill

She says the book is sad

The whole country is sad I feel

Yet nobody is held accountable

And my essays want me to steer the wheel

Nowhere to go unless I type them up but

This next set is on childhood trauma

And it has almost become too haunting

To wonder why I did not choose something

I could just study with both eyes open

Like maybe accounting?

Voice recording: https://rb.gy/giz03d
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“Women Are Women”:

Right-Wing Women’s (Essentialist) Conceptualisation of
Sex/Gender in Germany and Austria

Nicole Roy

Abstract

In this article, I explore how women in the political parties
Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative for Germany, AfD) and
Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs (Freedom Party of Austria, FPÖ)
make sense of the social categories: women and men. I draw on
preliminary research findings from my interviews with 24
women members. The main aim of my doctoral project is to
analyse how women account for their active support of the right
wing and how they negotiate their positions in the parties. The
rationale for my research is that right-wing parties have gained
more influence and power in most European countries in recent
times, and women’s rights are often either disregarded or
misused for a racist agenda. Nonetheless, a diverse range of
women are supporting those parties. In this article, I argue that
there are conflicting as well as matching conceptualisations of
sex/gender between my participants, which are dominated by
narratives of biological differences; however, those are
entangled with social structural narratives.  It is crucial to
analyse how women in the parties conceptualise sex/gender,
because for some participants those categories are an
important part of their worldview and part of their reasons for
joining the parties. 

Keywords

gender
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Introduction

From my feminist perspective, women’s support for the right-wing parties Alternative für
Deutschland (Alternative for Germany, AfD) and Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs (Freedom
Party of Austria, FPÖ) seems paradoxical. The paradox does not arise from the essentialist
misconception that women are more peaceful (Lang, 2017, p. 72), but from the parties’
antifeminist stances and patriarchal discourses on gender and their effects on women
and people who are not fulfilling the essentialist characteristics of sex/gender. These
characteristics are supported by far-right parties and their antifeminist stances include,
for example, their usage of the male form as default in language which supports an
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androcentric and patriarchal society (Falter and Stern, 2019). Therefore, I explore the
crucial question of how women in the parties themselves use an essentialist view of
sex/gender to explain the social categories: women and men. For them, those binary
categories follow a ‘fixed biological sex’ excluding the social negotiability of sex/gender.
This article is informed by my wider doctoral research, in which I analyse how women
narrate their active support of the far right and negotiate their positions and spaces
within the parties.

Continuously, right-wing parties use their influence in most European countries to
disregard or misuse women’s rights for a racist agenda; however, the number of women
actively supporting those parties is increasing (Elies and Gutsche, 2018, pp. 6-9). There is
a transnational rise of conservative and right-wing movements, who aim to ‘restore’ a
‘natural’ gender order and attack what they call ‘gender ideology’, which threatens this
order (Kovàts, 2018; Klammer and Goetz, 2017). This phenomenon is widely discussed in
research on the far right. The AfD and FPÖ are identified as channels for attacks on ‘gender
ideology’. Scholars draw attention and critically analyse right-wing parties’ narratives on
‘gender ideology’ and their antifeminist stances (Mayer et al., 2020; Lang, 2017;
Schmincke, 2020). Furthermore, they identify the significance of the category gender for
analysing the far right and its political parties (Klammer and Goetz, 2017; Blee, 2020;
Akkerman, 2015). Xydias (2020) explores women’s explanations and gendered
justifications for their AfD affiliation, she mainly focuses on publicly available
information and only includes two interviews with AfD politicians. I contribute to
understanding the right-wing discourses on gender by analysing the narratives of women
members at a local and national level, enabling an understanding of the complexity of the
phenomenon beyond the parties’ lines. I argue that the interviewed women held opinions
on sex/gender that were in line with the parties’ gender essentialist positions; however,
their views were more complicated. Their narratives are not cohesive and partly contradict
their parties’ discourses. 

Narratives of women members and the parties’ discourses

In 2020, I conducted 24 semi-structured interviews with 18 video/phone calls as well as
one face-to-face and five written interviews. Of the 24 women, 20 women actively support
the AfD and four the FPÖ, this includes career politicians as well as members who are
active at a local level. The first results explored here, on the participants’ discussion of
sex/gender, arose from my initial analysis of the data. Using socially oriented narrative
research, I investigate how my participants construct and express their understandings
of their realities around their party membership. This also allows me to position
narratives in wider social discourses based on participants’ interpersonal, social and
cultural contexts (Esin et al., 2013, pp. 204-205). My participants situate their narratives in
the discourses of their parties, however, they then continue adding their own
experiences/ideas, which partly differ from the parties’ discourses. Their everyday
discourses can thereby be influenced by or influence the larger discourses (Cohen, 2010, p.
70).

My participants use gender essentialism and deterministic social accounts of gender to
conceptualise sex/gender. Gender is used as a social category to essentialise women as
fundamentally different to men. Characteristics are applied to men and women, assigning
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them to different stable qualities (Lee et al., 2020, p. 685).  I argue that essentialising
women as fundamentally different to men contributes to gender inequality as it favours
the status quo. I follow Judith Butler’s (1988) argument against gender essentialism:
“[g]ender is not passively scripted on the body, and neither is it determined by nature” (p.
531). In opposition to this, essentialist arguments tend to state that the ‘natural’ is
desirable (Lee et al., 2020, p. 699). Most right-wing actors use biology to explain the
existence of a dual gender system, where men and women are part of a binary
construction (Mulinari and Neergaard, 2017; Klammer and Goetz, 2017). The AfD and FPÖ
are closely connected with antifeminist actors, who want to ‘restore’ the ‘natural gender
order’ and argue against the social negotiability of gender and sexuality. The feared
abolition of those differences is defined as ‘gender madness’, a term used by right-wing
politicians since the early 2000s (Klammer and Goetz, 2017, pp. 82-85). In their eyes, this
‘madness’ destroys an intact social order, which leads to chaos (Lang, 2017, p. 68). The
binary categories are an important part of their worldview. In this context, I want to avoid
providing an uncritical platform for these narratives and falling into the trap of
essentialism myself. My aim is to build a critical understanding of my participants’ binary
conceptualisations without reproducing them. I follow the approaches of other
researchers who research groups whose worldviews they oppose, and who fear to provide
a platform for those views (Blee, 1998, p. 388; Back, 2002, pp. 34-35). 

Fear of change: Narratives on sex/gender

While my interviews do not demonstrate an exclusively essentialist biological
conceptualisation of sex/gender, almost all participants used some biological
explanations. For some those are just side notes and mixed with social explanations and
for others they are central. Most participants argued that women are ‘naturally’ different
from men but equal in their rights. There are, however, contradictions both between the
participants’ accounts and within participants’ individual interviews; the views expressed
are more complicated than the parties’ official lines suggest. Bitzan (2017) argues that
women’s reasons to join right-wing parties can depend on gender specific and/or gender
unspecific aspects. Traditional gendered roles propagated by the far right are not
necessarily a relevant motivation to join (p. 69). For some of my participants they were
part of their reasons, for others they were not. 

One way women members conceptualise sex/gender is through biological assumptions.
The main narrative of some participants is that the sexes are ‘biologically fixed’ as men
and women. To illustrate this, I will provide the account of Susanne, who is in her mid-50s
and supports the AfD on a local level. After my question on the party’s definition of
traditional gender roles, she stated: 

So, for me, there are biological sexes, which are male and female.
For me only women can get children and men make children.
Everything else regarding sexuality or how a person feels in his
body, is his private affair.

Her main point is that sex/gender is ‘biologically fixed.’ This is, for her, linked to the ‘roles’
women and men have in procreation whereby the role of the woman is passive as receiver
of the child and the man’s role is active as creator of the child. Additionally, she
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recognises that a person can feel outside those categories, but she believes they should
keep this private, mentioning that she has friends, who “feel like a woman in their male
body.” She stated that “Germany offers all possibilities to everyone to do everything with
his life regardless of gender, sexuality… or how he feels in his body.” In other words, she
argued that there is no need to discuss sex/gender, because individuals are responsible
for their own lives, no one hinders them. In doing this she emphasised her own training in
a male-dominated manual profession, which she took to show that anyone can do
anything. Susanne thus reiterates the narrative of ‘biologically fixed binaries.’ However, for
her those do not hinder women and men to take the roles they want to, this is everyone’s
individual responsibility and not a role for the state. She ignores gender and other social
barriers and does not see the need to discuss the implications of gender for life chances.  

Additionally, I want to point out that Susanne used male pronouns and nouns as default
throughout the interview, which is in line with the party’s rejection of gender-reflective
language (Lang, 2017, p. 69). My other participants also adopted the male default and in
one of my interviews gender-reflective language was called a “mutilation of language”,
which again mirrors the AfD’s and FPÖ’s discourses on this topic. I also received an email
rejection for an interview request, in which I was addressed as a man and it was stated:
“gender does not play a role for us”. Addressing me as a man while I am a woman
indicates that the respondent ridiculed the usage of gender-reflective language and
intentionally disrespected me. In Germany and Austria, the linguistic construction of
gender biases has been debated since the 1970s and 1980s (Günthner, 2019; Krondorfer,
2018). The debate against gender-reflective language has been led by several actors
including the right wing but also popular media, who, for instance, argue that changing
language is oppression of free speech and opinions (Günthner, 2019; Mayer and Goetz,
2019). The debates show their fear of change. The actors ignore studies, which show that
the usage of male pronouns and nouns leads to a perceived overrepresentation of men in
texts with women and non-binary people remaining invisible. This leads to the
reinforcement of existing unequal power relations (Günthner, 2019, pp. 573-574;
Krondorfer, 2018, p. 238).

I also identified a reinforcement of existing unequal power relations in most interviewees’
narratives on the attribution of specific characteristics to women and men, which is
linked to the idea that women are different from men. The explanations for those
characteristics fluctuate across the interviews but contradictions exist also within
individual interviews. For the most part men and women’s specific characteristics were
seen by my participants to be the result of biological differences; however, this was not
consistently pursued throughout interviews. One example for fluctuating explanations
can be found in AfD politician Petra’s interview. On the one hand, she argued that women
are normally politically less conservative, preferring harmony, avoiding conflict and being
compassionate. On the other hand, she indicated that women are less likely to pursue a
political career because of structural problems within the socialisation of young girls.
Therefore, she argued for fostering girls’ self-esteem early on. This shows a structural
explanation of gendered characteristics. However, in the same interview she stated that
she is for equality but not for sameness, invoking the notion of biological differences
between the sexes. Common phrases in the interviews included: “women are too
sensitive”, “women are not so good in boring party work”, “women are not as political” and
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“men are braver”. Many interviewees mentioned that politics is a tough business and that
many women are ‘too sensitive’ as they ‘normally avoid conflict,’ which if I follow their
argument means that women in politics are stronger than the ‘normal’ woman. In other
words, my participants’ characteristics are not necessarily the characteristics they
specified for women, which implies they see themselves as exceptional women. This is of
relevance to discussions on how women in right-wing and conservative parties negotiate
the contradictions between their political role and their framing of gender and femininity
(Pettersson, 2017; Klatch, 1987). 

The participants’ conceptualisation of sex/gender is dominated by their fear of change
and the common narrative that changes have gone ‘too far’, which leads to their
perception that women are not allowed to be women anymore. Mulinari and Neergaard
(2015) explore the same narrative in their research with women in the right-wing Swedish
Democrats. The phrase “things have gone too far” recurred several times in their research
(p. 515). I will illustrate this narrative with Jessika’s account. Jessika is in her mid-30s and
supports the FPÖ locally. She stated that women should have the same rights as men,
however she added “women are women.” During the interview, she emphasised that
equality between women and men is one of her main topics, however she
said:       

There are certain topics, where I say, this is too much for me, just
too much, I am of course, I am a woman myself, I want that women
have the same rights as men and that we are equal but not the
same, there should still be differences.

She connected those differences with characteristics attributed to women. For her
‘feminists’ try to be more masculine than men. This perception on feminism is entangled
with her conceptualisation of womanhood and sex/gender and can also be found in most
of the interviews. Several participants argued that “many who call themselves feminists
are exaggerating and go too far”, which, for them, means that the ‘natural’ divisions of the
sexes are abolished and they fear to not be allowed to be women anymore. This is
connected to the parties’ discourses on the threat of ‘gender ideology’. However, some
participants support a certain level of feminism, Jessika said that she hopes that all
women are feminists, but not ‘those feminists’, who want to erase ‘natural’ differences. In
some interviews active support for women is approved, but the participants’ relationships
with feminism is ambivalent. 

Conclusion

Most participants argued that women are different from men but equal in their rights. All
participants have – at least partly – a biologically essentialist way of seeing womanhood
and sex/gender. However, in some narratives, this is entangled with social structural
explanations, which shows that their views are often more complicated than the parties’
lines. Participants’ roles in the parties somewhat contradict their conceptualisations of
sex/gender, most describe themselves as exceptionally strong women. They are women
members of parties, who attack ‘gender ideology’ and feminism, but some still emphasise
the importance of a ‘moderate’ level of feminism if the ‘differences’ between men and
women are secured. Their narratives on sex/gender matter because of the significance of
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gender and antifeminism to the AfD and FPÖ. Women members help to portray the parties
as women friendly and therefore help to spread ideas opposed to ‘gender ideology’.
Therefore, there is a need for understanding these women’s narratives. 
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A Continuous Revision of Practice:

An Exploration of how ‘Religion’ and ‘Feminist Politics’
were Negotiated by the Jewish Feminist Collective ‘B’not
Esh’ in its Founding Year

Sophia Day

Abstract

The essay explores how B’not Esh negotiated the tensions
between religion and feminist politics throughout its founding
year of 1981, to identify and value the existence of an attempted
religious feminist practice that ultimately has the potential to
have a lasting impact on Judaism and feminism. In doing so,
B’not Esh revised male-dictated Jewish liturgy regarding the
Kabbalat Shabbat worship to incorporate the experiences,
opinions and control held as women towards their Jewish
religious practice. I propose that such revisioning was justifiable
within Judaism through a reconstructionist lens as the
Reconstructionist movement placed importance on the
aspiration towards social idealism and liturgical interpretation
to align with modern lives. Whilst Jewish women were often met
with criticism within the second wave of feminism in America
due to their commitment to Judaism, deemed patriarchal in
nature, such a continual prioritisation of the restructuring of
male-dominated religious practices resulted in the
destabilisation of the gendered hierarchy within Judaism, and
likely challenged anti-Semitism in the second wave of feminism.
Therefore, the essay demonstrates the importance of the work of
B’not Esh towards the continual endeavour of equality within
Judaism and the second wave of feminism.

Keywords

Religion;
Judaism;
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The following essay explores whether B’not Esh, a self-proclaimed American Jewish
Feminist Spirituality Collective, were able to negotiate the tensions between religion and
feminist politics throughout its founding year of 1981. Therefore, suggestions as to how
such tensions may have been negotiated are proposed. Consequently, the essay provides
an exploration towards whether the Reconstructionist movement, which “seeks to
integrate modern ideals, foremost among them a commitment to democracy, into Jewish
life” (Alpert, 2021), influenced the continual development of feminism within Judaism.
This will be investigated through the consideration and analysis of B’not Esh’s feminist
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approaches to the Jewish Kabbalat Shabbat worship. Religion has been viewed as
oppressive when there is a conservation of a gendered hierarchy, which does not align
well with the shared understanding of feminism that aspires to work towards equality
within society (Zwissler, 2012). Ackelsberg (1998) argues that when feminism chooses to
dismiss religion, this results in the lack of acknowledgement of the experiences of
religious women. Such an argument demonstrates the necessity of a deeper academic
analysis of B’not Esh, in order to identify and value the existence of an attempted feminist
practice that ultimately has the potential to have a lasting impact on Judaism and
feminism.

Religion along with its corresponding beliefs is defined by Gross (1996) from a feminist
perspective as an answer to one’s important questions in life that are of great personal
concern. From this, religion can be understood as a means of providing meaning and
worth to an individual through belief systems. The basis of feminist politics has been
defined as the endeavour to create social change, which can improve the lives of women,
through the promotion of equality in society (Avishai, 2016) resulting in a questioning of
the gender divide within a patriarchal society. Faver (2000) writes that some secular
feminists have chosen to abandon religion due to its traditional patriarchal dimensions.
Through such an understanding that feminism often questions the internal running of
societies, as a means of promoting equality and benefiting women’s positionality, it is
evident that feminist politics do not align well with the traditional internal power
structures of religion presented by Faver. However, religion can provide women with
satisfying experiences in which a woman can be empowered through support from a
religious community, which influences internal positive relationship building (Ozorak,
1996). Such empowerment gained by women through engagement with religion provides
an opportunity to surpass possible religious traditional patriarchal dimensions, in which
women are valued as equal to men. This proves that religion can play a part in the
evolution of feminism.

When likening such a discussion between feminism and religion to Jewish women’s
involvement in feminist politics, religious Jewish American women were active members
of the women’s liberation movement within the United States in the 1970s (Umansky,
1988). Standing for equal rights for women within society throughout the women’s
liberation movement resulted in Jewish women reflecting on their positionality within
Judaism, which further led to the questioning of how they can achieve equality within
private and public aspects of their life (Antler, 2020; Lerner, 1977). This resulted in the
founding of feminist groups such as the B’not Esh collective in 1981, consisting of Jewish
feminists, who have subsequently been meeting annually (Lilith: Independent, Jewish and
Frankly Feminist, 2018). The main aim of B’not Esh is the reconsideration and
consequently the alteration of Judaism and Jewish life (B’not Esh, 2020), including the
revisioning of previous theology towards Judaism that is inclusive of women’s history and
experiences (Ackelsberg et al, 1981).

At the first B’not Esh meeting in 1981, the members conducted a traditional Kabbalat
Shabbat, which involved a communal prayer that welcomed the Sabbath Queen by the
use of spiritual dancing and singing (Ackelsberg, 1986). Freundel (2011) writes that when
conducting a traditional Kabbalat Shabbat within a communal prayer setting, it usually
consists of a key religious text that is traditionally recited by a minyan. When
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acknowledging that a minyan conventionally contains ten Jewish men (Greene and
Brodbar, 2010) and that B’not Esh only welcomed those who identified as women at this
point (Ackelsberg et al, 1981), B’not Esh took an alternative feminist approach to Kabbalat
Shabbat -actively choosing to challenge the previously gendered elements - by having the
key texts read by women. Despite B’not Esh not explicitly stating what branch of Judaism
the Jewish feminist collective is categorised as, the radical transformation of the
Kabbalat Shabbat practice by B’not Esh is justifiable through the lens of the
Reconstructionist movement. This is demonstrated by the argument proposed by the
founder of the Reconstructionist movement, who wrote that Jewish individuals are able to
evidence their interpretation of social idealism within Jewish public worship (Kaplan,
2010). In turn, the Jewish feminist members’ social idealism towards their religious
practice was prioritised so that the opinions and beliefs of women were respected and
integrated into Jewish worship. Furthermore, the American secular and religious Jewish
women who were at the forefront of the second wave of feminism insisted that there be
equality between the sexes including equal rights for women (Umansky, 1988). By having
the sacred texts read by women, B’not Esh shared this sense of equality within the second
wave of feminism in the United States throughout the 1970s.

Meanwhile B’not Esh were also adhering to the spiritual recommendation outlined within
the Reconstructionist movement. The Reconstructionist movement ordained women as
rabbis in the 1970s to aspire towards gender equality, but conservative Judaism did not
ordain female rabbis until 1985, due to the concern they would not aspire to traditional
conservative expectations held of women, such as being exclusively a mother and wife
(Bear, 2019). By accepting women in leadership roles, the Reconstructionist movement
gave exposure to the voices of the frequently previously silenced voices of women in
Judaism (Englander, 2004). Thus, as other strands of Judaism remained unequal towards
Jewish women in 1981, the women of B’not Esh were one of the forerunners of equality
between genders within Judaism through the adoption of leadership roles within Jewish
religious practice.

Although some members enjoyed the Kabbalat Shabbat by the means previously detailed,
a few members reflected on the happening negatively, feeling frustrated that all of the
members had conducted the worship traditionally, by the use of the customary liturgy
that is male dictated (Ackelsberg, 1986). Avishai (2008) argues that when one closely
follows a religion, they are often doing it by semiconscious means that suit social and
religious norms. In this regard, whilst some members of B’not Esh considered their
practice as wholly feminist (B’not Esh, 2018; Ackelsberg et al, 1981), they may have been
oblivious to all of the non-feminist aspects of their worship, due to the possible
familiarisation of previous former non-feminist religious culture; which is understood as
being heavily male-dominated (Sered, 1996). One may argue from such a happening that
the attempted Jewish worship was not wholly feminist and thus was not effectively
challenging the domination of Jewish women in every instance throughout such a
practice. As a result of Judaism being deemed as the original cause of patriarchy
(Umansky, 1988), some non-Jewish feminists within the second wave women’s movement
were critical of Jewish feminists’ involvement, which in turn led to internal anti- Semitism
(Ackelsberg, 1998). Plaskow (1991) writes of such exclusion within the women’s movement
in which white and often Christian feminists constructed dominant accounts of women’s
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experiences which excluded other religious and cultural perspectives, advocating that the
progression of feminism would only be sustained if one identified themselves with such a
dominant experience and to thus rid oneself of their opposing self-identification. Yet,
Plaskow writes that when one would silence their Jewish heritage and/or religion to be
welcomed within the women’s movement that left such anti-Semitism unquestioned,
likely resulting in the extended oppression experienced by Jewish women. Yet, according
to Ackelsberg (1986), B’not Esh aspired to the feminist stance that the ‘personal is
political’ by acknowledging that their actions within their lives must adhere to their
feminist and spiritual standpoint, to create a world where they are respected, which aligns
with the Jewish principle of tikkun olam (‘repair of the world’). The feminists within
Judaism were faced with some retaining male-dominated elements in religious practices,
pointed out by the protesting members, therefore, it was crucial that the Kabbalat
Shabbat practice be re-examined and restructured further in order to achieve their
aspired feminist intentions of demanding respect and equality as Jewish women within
both Judaism as well as the wider women’s movement.

Sered (1996) reconfirms the notion outlined by the protesting members of B’not Esh by
highlighting that the Jewish liturgy is male-oriented and thus it often prioritises the
spiritual needs of men, which Montagu (1899) argues is the need for the determination
and struggle to reach God, seeking the gracious experience in God’s presence. Such a
notion presents a gendered inequality within Judaism that B’not Esh were yet to
challenge. Giventhat the aspirations of B’not Esh are that their “spiritual concerns be
taken seriously within the Jewish community” (Ackelsberg, 1986, p.109) whilst also having
a strong bond with the divine (B’not Esh, 2020), it could be argued that B’not Esh were
suitably interpreting religious texts to suit their feminist ethics while aspiring to reach
the presence of God by reconsidering and reconstructing Kabbalat Shabbat. Likewise,
Millgram (1971) states that followers can modify prayers to align with their modern lives,
as the prayers within the Reconstructionist prayer book have interpretive versions.
Moreover, the Jewish Reconstructionist Foundation (1945) emphasises that “As for the
congregation, its men and women should strive to create a common emotional mood by
participating in the service to the maximum degree” (p.XXIX). Thus, I would argue that the
protesting members of B’not Esh were referring to the modern Jewish movement when
interpreting that women’s full control over Kabbalat Shabbat – the traditional Jewish
practice - as a modern obligation to Judaism rather than a threat posed via the radical
transformation of the traditional liturgy. Antler (2018) writes that in the early 1980s some
Jewish women who had originally rejected Judaism due to its patriarchal nature later
once again categorised themselves as Jewish because simply being a woman was not
their sole identity, in an attempt to combat discrimination towards themselves, seeing
other feminists’ prejudice as more of a threat than patriarchy. Such identity politics
enabled women to acknowledge their previous historical marginalisation as a means of
questioning and understanding their exclusion within the women’s movement, which
highlighted the large variety of women that made up the movement itself (Hausman,
1991). Through a continual transformation of the Kabbalat Shabbat practice, B’not Esh
were challenging the rejection of Jewish women into the wider women’s movement by
acknowledging and valuing the narratives of Jewish women who did not categorise
themselves as white and Christian and whose experiences differed from the dominant
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understanding of oppressed women’s lives, resulting in a more inclusive women’s
movement.

After the acknowledgement of the protesting members’ concerns, B’not Esh chose to
completely transform the Kabbalat Shabbat by permitting the inclusion of any
non-sacred text that each member deemed necessary, to attempt to make the worship
more inclusive (Ackelsberg, 1986). In turn, B’not Esh were adhering to the occurrence
outlined by Sered (1996) in which women find ways that Judaism can sacralise their
experiences as feminist Jewish women, whilst surpassing old-fashioned outlined
expectations of women, such as the stereotype that all women have children and thus
should be excused from davening (Lebovits, 2016). As traditional liturgy remained within
the Kabbalat Shabbat practice conducted by B’not Esh up to this point, I would argue that
a further revision of the Kabbalat Shabbat worship through the sole inclusion of
alternative texts proposed by any member would have ensured that B’not Esh had
questioned the necessity of the inclusion of traditionally male-dictated liturgy. In doing
so, I would argue that B’not Esh would lead a practice in which each element is included
out of choice for the longevity of a religious feminist collective, rather than to condone
and prolong the traditions of male-dominated Judaism. Given that feminist activism can
be achieved by challenging the existing patriarchy of unequal power structures (West and
Blumberg, 1990), it is evident that B’not Esh were furthering the feminist political
activism within Judaism by actively attempting to advance the revisioning of the
traditional male-dictated liturgy. Thus, a Jewish feminism was realised as B’not Esh
proved the significance of feminism within religion, in which restructuring traditional
practices rather than simply rejecting them because of its patriarchal implication
granted women the ability to actively participate in religious practices without adding to
the oppression of women.

In conclusion, I argue that B’not Esh were able to negotiate the tensions between religion
and feminist politics through a repeated reconsideration of traditional liturgy and the
transformation of the Kabbalat Shabbat worship in its founding year of 1981. In doing so,
male-dictated Jewish liturgy was revised to incorporate the experiences, opinions and
control held as women towards their Jewish religious practice. I propose that such
revisioning was justifiable within Judaism through a reconstructionist lens, because the
Reconstructionist movement placed importance on the aspiration towards social
idealism and liturgical interpretation to align with modern lives. Jewish women were often
met with criticism within the second wave of feminism in America due to their
commitment to Judaism, deemed patriarchal in nature. I argue that the continual
prioritisation of the restructuring of male-dominated religious practices in Judaism not
only destabilised its patriarchal structure, but also challenged anti-Semitism in
second-wave feminism. Such revisioning likely contributed to the feminist knowledge
within Judaism, that other Jewish feminists can adopt as a means of conducting a
feminist practice. Therefore, the essay demonstrates the importance of the work of B’not
Esh towards the continual endeavour of equality within Judaism and the second wave of
feminism.
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Disrupting Male Gaze in Famous Vietnamese Paintings

Lan Vo

Critical comment

Inspired by the works of two photographers: Renée Cox’s Yo Mama’s Last Supper and
Katarzyna Kozyra’s Olimpia, this experimental project seeks to use photography to explore
and disrupt the “male gaze” in iconic Vietnamese paintings of women during the French
colonial rule in 1930s and 1940s. I wanted to see how our collective of marginalized groups
(women and femme-aligned non-binary folks) see and create visions of ourselves: What
would we do differently? How does the gaze of the marginalized differ from what we define
as the “male gaze”? For example, with Khue’s and Quyen’s photos, we reduced the size of
the flower vases in order to put emphasis on the women rather than the props as in the
original paintings. Kim “Cua” offered two different versions of the same painting which
shows her embracing both her femininity and masculinity with her dresses, Prada bag,
and Muay Thai hard-trained body. Multiple photos (Khue’s, An’s, Ren’s, Sam Lien’s, Quyen’s
and mine) have the subjects stare directly at the camera as a way to challenge the
photographer as the one being photographed. With said eye contacts, we hope to question
the power dynamic between the subject and the artist: Who holds the power?

Special gratitude to:

Ngọc Nguyễn, my student and trustee assistant,
Khuê Ngô and Nhật Anh, two of my sisters from Denison
Quyên Vũ, my cousin and “twin”
Châu Lê, my aunt from my chosen family
Ren and Kim “Cua,” whom the universe keeps nudging my way for the last 10 years
Sam Lien and Thiên An, like-minded friends and fellow scholars.
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Figure 1. Tô Ngọc Vân's Young woman by the lily1 (left) and Khuê Ngô (right)

Figure 2. Trần Văn Cẩn's Little Thuy2 (left) and Khuê Ngô (right)

2 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Em Thuý.

1 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Thiếu nữ bên hoa huệ.
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Figure 3. Dương Bích Liên's Ms. Mai3 (left) and Sam Lien (right)

Figure 4. Dương Bích Liên's Young woman in white ao dai4 (left) and Sam Lien (right)

4 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Thiếu nữ mặc áo dài trắng. Áo dài is the Vietnamese traditional
dress for women. The plain white áo dài is often worn by students to convey femininity, purity, and
virtuousness.

3 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Cô Mai.
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Figure 5. Lê Phổ's Nostalgie5 (left) and Châu Lê (right)

Figure 6. Nguyễn Tường Lân's Pair of Friends6 (left) and Ren and Thiên An (right)

6 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Đôi bạn.

5 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Hoài cố hương.
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Figure 7. Nguyễn Gia Trí's Composition7

Figure 8. Kim Trần's embodiment of Nguyễn Gia Trí's Composition painting #1

7 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Hoà Tấu.
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Figure 9. Kim Trần's embodiment of Nguyễn Gia Trí's Composition painting #2

Figure 10. Lương Xuân Nhị's Young woman by the lotus8 (left) and Quyên Vũ (right)

8 The painting’s original name in Vietnamese: Thiếu nữ bên hoa sen.
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Figure 11. Mai Trung Thứ's La Cage (top) and Nhật Anh (bottom)
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Figure 12. Lê Phổ's Nude

Figure 13. Self embodiment of Lê Phổ's Nude
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Moving Beyond the “Trans Debates”:

An Ally’s Strategy for Transfeminist Engagements with
Trans-Exclusionary Feminist Violence

Hayley Yocum

Abstract

Trans-exclusionary, sometimes termed “gender critical,”
feminism has and continues to perpetuate and incite
transphobic violence. Trans rights activists and scholars have
long critically engaged with the logical fallacies, essentialisms,
and controlling images asserted and constructed by
trans-exclusionary feminists. Meanwhile, many cisgender
feminists have remained trans-silent, complicit in the
dehumanization of our trans siblings in these so-called “trans
debates.” To disrupt such trans-silence, I discuss strategies of a
trans-allied response to a case example describing Sandy
Stone’s—a trans rights scholar and artist whose work is
recognized as trailblazing the contemporary field of transgender
studies—experience with trans-exclusionary feminist violence.
By focusing on the concrete strategies of no-platforming and
adoption of trans-inclusive community guidelines, I seek to
outline a pathway of mobilization for cisgender feminists to cast
off their trans-silence to adopt transfeminist practices firmly in
coalition with the goals of trans rights activists and scholars.
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thank you.

Introduction

This decade has been characterized by a Western political backlash to the advancement
of transgender rights (Barnett et al., 2018; Pearce et al., 2020). Amid this backlash,
trans-exclusionary feminist authors—such as Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (2017), Meghan
Murphy (Feminist Current, 2020), Germaine Greer (The Update, 2015), and J.K. Rowling
(2020)—and organizations—such as LGB Alliance (2020) and Contra El Borrado De Los
Mujeres (2020)—have continued to utilize their platforms—as well as feminist theory and
community resources—to perpetuate transphobia. This transphobia takes the form of
perpetuating cis-hegemonic narratives and controlling images (Collins, 1990, p. 5) of
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trans identity, which construct feminisms concerned only with the oppressions
experienced by (some) cisgender women and—at its most dangerous—incite physical
violence against trans people (Autostraddle, 2020; Camminga, 2020; Disclosure, 2020;
Gaycation, 2016; Serano, 2013; Sullivan, 2006; Williams, 2014; Willis, 2017). Trans-rights
activists—including trans feminists1 —have long borne the brunt of problematizing
trans-exclusionary rhetoric (Serano, 2013). Meanwhile, many cisgender feminists have
remained silently complicit in the dehumanization of our trans siblings (Unladylike,
2021).

Trans-silent feminists do not interrupt—with direct communication or scholarship—the
trans-exclusionary feminist rhetoric which invalidates the lived experiences of trans
people (Serano, 2018). This silence may be a result of trans-silent feminists seeking to
avoid polarization within feminism, feeling unqualified to speak on trans rights,
or—among other reasons—having internalized the notion that while trans identity is valid,
trans rights are trans issues and cisgender women’s rights are feminist issues
(Camminga, 2020; Collins, 1990, p. 6; Serano, 2017; Kendall, 2020, p. xv; Willis, 2017).

Regardless of the underlying reasons, trans-silent feminists’ failure to take a stance
against feminist-perpetuated transphobia has lent unspoken legitimization to the
questioning—and thus the invalidation—of trans realities in these so-called “trans
debates” (Ahmed, 2003). When the existence of trans people and their welcomeness
within feminist spaces are topics left open for debate, doubt is cast on the existence of
transphobia (Koyama, 2020). This then plays into the arguments of transphobic
pundits—“gender critical” or not—who assert that the heightened experiences of rape,
homelessness, poverty, healthcare discrimination, and suicidality among trans people
(Disclosure, 2020; Grant et al., 2011) is not a result of societally entrenched transphobia,
but—according to Janice Raymond (1994)—a result of transgender community deviance
or—according to Germaine Greer (BBC, 2015)—that ‘it is simply not true that intersexual
[sic]2 people suffer in a way that other people don’t suffer.’

To disrupt such trans-silence, I discuss strategies of trans-allied response—informed by
the expert knowledges of trans rights activists—to a real-life case example of
trans-exclusionary feminist violence. Rather than critically engaging with the specific
logical fallacies posited and harms caused by trans-exclusionary arguments—an area of
scholarship rigorously taken up by trans rights scholars and activists (Feinberg, 1996;
Jacques, 2017; Koyama, 2020; Lavery, 2019; Mermaids, 2020; Pearce et al., 2020; Serano,
2013; Stone, 2006; Stryker, 2007)—this essay focuses on concrete strategies for cisgender
feminists to support trans people, validate trans realities, and embolden transfeminist
scholarship and activism within feminist spaces. Furthermore, drawing from Julia
Serano’s (2017, par. 18) and Sandy Stone’s (Williams, 2014, par. 28-31) narratives of
attempting to directly engage with trans-exclusionary feminists, I speak to trans-silent
feminists—the moveable middle—rather than attempting to outline a strategy of

2 In context, ‘intersexual’ is taken to refer to transgender people.

1 The phrase “trans feminists” is used to refer to feminists who are transgender (Serano, 2012),
while the term “transfeminist” is used in the title of this essay to refer to areas of feminist
scholarship and activism that are informed on an epistemological level by the forms of
intersectional and culturally situated oppressions historically experienced by transgender people
(Stryker, 2007).
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transformative engagement with individuals whose opposition to trans rights is rooted in
essentialism or fear (Koyama, 2020). I seek to outline a pathway of mobilization for
cisgender feminists to cast off their trans-silence in order to be trans-allied feminists
whose activist practices are firmly in coalition with the goals of trans rights activists and
scholars (Feinberg, 1992; Kendall, 2020, pp. 249-258).

Case Example: Sandy Stone’s Experience with Trans-Exclusionary Feminist Violence

In an interview with The Transadvocate, Sandy Stone, a trans
woman, explained that she joined Olivia Records—a feminist
lesbian separatist music collective—after being recruited as a
sound engineer (Williams, 2014). Stone described that Janice
Raymond mailed Olivia excerpts of what would become the chapter
‘Sapho by Surgery’ in her 1979 The Transexual Empire: The Making of the
She-Male (1994, pp. 99-119). Raymond’s chapter moved beyond her
assertion that transgender women are ‘deviant males’ (pp. 183)
who are extending their objectification of ‘women in rape,
pornography, and ‘drag’’ to ‘the usurped female biology’ (pp. 29), by
describing lesbian trans women—who she refers to as
‘transsexually constructed lesbian-feminists’—as dangerous
interlopers in women’s spaces (1994, p. 99). While the version of
Raymond’s excerpt received by Olivia did not name Stone
specifically—as it would in its final publication (1994, pp. 101-103
and 201) —Stone explained that it was clearly intended to out her.
After receiving Raymond’s excerpt, Stone described Olivia receiving
an avalanche of transphobic hate mail that ranged from criticizing
the sound engineering of certain albums as masculine to directly
threatening Stone’s life. Other letters—referenced by Raymond
(1994)—protested that ‘Olivia did not inform women that Stone was
a postoperative transsexual’ (p. 201) and expressed: ‘I feel raped
when Olivia passes off Sandy, a transsexual, as a real woman’ (p.
103). Stone described that the situation continued to escalate, with
Olivia being informed that trans-exclusionary feminist groups
planned to kill Stone, a threat that was materialized when such
groups attended Olivia touring events and had their guns
confiscated. Stone explained that after years of weathering such
threats of violence—while continuing to serve as a sound engineer
at Olivia—she decided to leave after the collective received an
organized boycott threat.

The forms of trans-exclusionary feminist violence at issue in this case example consist of
a trans-exclusionary feminist using her skills as a researcher to attempt to out a trans
person, spread controlling images of trans women on a national scale, and to rally a
feminist community response against a group that she feels is invading feminist spaces.
Beyond the immediate effect of Raymond’s trans-exclusionary organizing, are the echoes
of transphobic violence—adopted by contemporary trans-exclusionary feminists like
Rowling (2020); and Germaine Greer in The Update (2015)—incited by her book. According
to trans rights scholars Susan Stryker and Stephen Whittle: ‘Raymond’s The Transsexual
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Empire did not invent anti-transsexual prejudice, but it did more to justify and perpetuate
it than perhaps any other book ever written’ (2006, p. 131). Thus, I focus on trans-allied
response to individuals utilizing feminist community resources to disseminate
trans-exclusionary rhetoric, and on undermining of transphobia within feminist
communities largely.

No-Platforming

Recognizing Raymond’s work as a transphobic manifesto around which other
trans-exclusionary feminists have rallied, no-platforming her and those who sympathize
with her stances on trans lives recognizes that such views are dangerous enough for us to
refuse to amplify (Serano, 2017). This constitutes no-platforming on a public scale, where
feminist organizations refuse to hire or publish feminists who utilize their talents to
spread misinformation or controlling images about trans people. No-platforming does not
indicate a refusal to acknowledge the continued expression of trans-exclusionary
feminist ideology. According to Stryker and Whittle, to do so would render invisible an
area of feminist rhetoric which actively harms trans communities, and would shut down
any attempts to bring awareness to or halt the violence that this discourse has incited
(Raymond, 2006, p. 131). Instead, no-platforming firmly indicates that the core arguments
asserted by trans-exclusionary feminists are not valid (Serano, 2017); and should be
invoked only when they are critically engaged with, when their impacts are discussed, or
to draw a parallel between the historic oppression of trans communities and other
marginalized groups for the purpose of coalition building (Collins, 1990; Kafer, 2013).

This practice is not a policy of punishing or censuring individuals who express ideas that
transfeminist scholars and activists simply disagree with. It is a practice of what Serano
terms ‘refusing to tolerate intolerance,’ where we as cisgender feminists take
responsibility for the ideas that we use our resources to circulate, and in solidarity with
our trans siblings do not disseminate scholarship which perpetuates transphobia (2017).
Trans-exclusionary feminist rhetoric is not an example of a benign “diversity of ideas,”
and thus should not merit circulation.

Trans-Inclusive Community Guidelines

Aligning with the practical and symbolic de-legitimization of trans-exclusionary feminist
ideologies is the adoption of trans-inclusive community guidelines within feminist
spaces. While the form that trans-inclusive community guidelines take is specific to a
given social-political context, such guidelines should establish that:

1. Transgender people are reliable sources concerning their gender identity
(Minus 18, 2014).

2. Transphobia exists and continues to harm trans communities in
intersectional ways (Mermaids, 2020).

3. The presence or existence of trans people as a group does not constitute a
threat to cisgender people’s safety (Disclosure, 2020; Feinberg, 1996).

4. Trans rights and transfeminist activism does not undermine movements to
address cisgender women’s rights (Serano, 2013 & 2018).

In practice, such guidelines construct—and in most cases, reconstruct—feminist spaces
as communities capable of affirming trans people.
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Practices such as sharing one’s pronouns upon introduction and in an email
signature—and utilizing a person’s expressed pronouns—signals that a person recognizes
that people are the gender that they understand themselves to be (Minus 18, 2014; TSER,
2015). Relatedly, describing feminist issues with trans-inclusive language—regardless of
whether or not a trans person is present—allows activist responses to be open to serving
trans people and benefiting from the works of trans feminist activists and scholars. For
example, in the context of addressing oppression related to periods or menopause, using
terms such as “menstruators,” “people who have uteruses,” and “those experiencing
menopause”—rather than the sweeping term “women”— constructs such activism as
capable of supporting all of those—including trans masculine people—who suffer at the
hands of a cis-normative androcentric medical system (Feinberg, 2001; Serano, 2016).

The use of trans-inclusive language within feminist movements challenges
trans-exclusionary mythology—like that asserted by Greer (Channel 4 News,
2018)—asserting that trans identity takes away resources from addressing the
reproductive injustice experienced by cis women. When the existence of people who
experience oppression related—but not identical—to that experienced by cisgender, white,
and middle-class women is treated as a threat or distraction from the socio-political
movement to address such oppression, those movements will only be invested in
addressing the harms experienced by those who feel threatened (Kendall, 2020; Willis,
2017). Referring to oppression related to birth, when the existence of trans men is treated
as a threat to movements which call for universal access to patient-centered and
rigorously researched reproductive healthcare—or as a threat to motherhood
largely—pregnant men are not able to benefit from the community resources offered
within those activist spaces (Autostraddle, 2021). Similarly, when the existence of
transgender women who experience misogyny similar—but not identical—to cisgender
women, is treated as an inconvenience or distraction, those movements make flimsy
claims of solidarity (Camminga, 2020; Kafer, 2013, pp. 152; Lorde, 1981; Serano, 2018).

Furthermore, the adoption of trans-inclusive community guidelines which recognize
requests for feminist “safe spaces” free of trans people as a group to be rooted in
transphobia helps to undermine the trans-exclusionary feminist myths such requests
rest upon (Koyama, 2020; Serano, 2013). Such practices often aim to proscribe the
presence of trans women specifically—and come in the form of creating “womyn born
womyn” spaces banning all trans women (Hamilton, 2016, p. 122; Tea, 2018) or mandating
“no penis policies” which only tolerate the presence of trans women who have had
bottom-surgery (Koyama, 2020). Such requests may come from sincere places of fear held
by cis women who have been raped by people with penises (Serano, 2013, p. 31). However,
to conform to such policies pays credence to the logical fallacy that those assigned male
at birth (AMAB) rape as an essential biological urge—doing no service for a survivor’s
healing—as well as legitimizes the transphobic myth that trans women who do not
disclose that they are trans are guilty of ‘deception’ as wolves in sheep’s clothing
attempting to prey on cis women (Armchair Expert, 2021; Disclosure, 2020; Tea, 2018, p.
92). In the words of trans rights activist Leslie Feinberg (1996, p. 116):

As a rape survivor, I understand the need for safe space
together—free from sexist harassment and potential violence. But
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fear of gender variance also can’t be allowed to deceptively cloak
itself as a women’s safety issue.

Drawing on this logic, the need for safe spaces may be satisfied by carving out
trans-inclusive spaces for people who have faced common forms of oppression—such as
rape survivor support groups. Simultaneously, such community guidelines must
acknowledge the validity of different trans community’s needs for spaces safe from
transphobia—including trans-community only spaces (Serano, 2013, p. 33-34). While trans
people as a group do not pose a threat to cisgender people, the same is not true for cis
people, considering our historical and ongoing perpetration and complicity in
transphobic violence (Feinberg, 1996, p. 117).

Conclusion

By adopting practices of no-platforming and guidelines of trans-inclusion, feminist
organizing can be formulated from the outset in a manner that is in meaningful coalition
with trans rights activism and scholarship—in other words, that is transfeminist (Stryker,
2007). Embodying transfeminist practices, cisgender feminists must move beyond a
shallow disagreement with trans-exclusionary rhetoric. We must not fall into the trap of
cisgender feminists disagreeing with trans-exclusionary assertions because —in certain
spaces—it is not socially acceptable to be outrightly transphobic. This scenario, where
people passively disagree with transphobic ideas, while also not understanding how such
views harm trans communities, will not address the overarching issue of feminist
perpetrated transphobia. With this lack of understanding, cisgender feminists take a
self-congratulatory solace in not being deemed transphobic, while also not holding
feminist practices which in any meaningful way problematize transphobia. So, we must
ask ourselves, are we meaningfully challenging transphobia with our feminist practices?
Or are we passively accepting or tolerating trans people, while also using none of our
individual talents to undermine transphobia?

Whether this takes the form of learning from and citing transfeminist works that are
relevant to our areas of feminist activism so that the voices of trans feminist activists
and scholars are able to eclipse the controlling narratives asserted by trans-exclusionary
feminists, or simply using the phrase “cis women” instead of “women” when referring to
cis women, we as cisgender feminists must actively dismantle transphobia. We must
break the norm of cis-dominated feminist spaces—and women’s studies
classrooms—only mentioning trans people as a token talking point during a theoretical
discussion of the social construction of sex and gender, while not meaningfully engaging
with transfeminist scholarship or welcoming trans feminist activists (Collins, 1990;
Serano, 2013). We must halt our complicity in the loss of trans lives by deeply
internalizing the reality that trans rights are feminist issues, and that there is no feminist
issue that does not concern trans people.
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